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blustering,of the wind in the crowded sails, ' garet put her hand in mine with a gentle
From the N. Y Journal of Commerce of Thursday.
manner in which they proceeded in all their
now overcame every other sound. The De- i confidence, which our circumstances then
subsequent captures. The unhappy being
CONFESSIONS
OF
GIBBS'
THE
mon, Ship was of course, made for fast sailing, warranted, and I held her. close to me. She
that cried for mercy in the hope that some
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
and she now drove onward at a rate that was stretched out her other hand to her female
thing like humanity was to be found even in
JAMES K. REMICH.
almost incredible. _ She literally flew like a I attendants, who, clinging close together, each
The criminal who stands convicted of the the breasts of the worst of men, shared the
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House.
falcon over the waves. Once more I turned j held a hand of their mistress. (Dear Edward !’ murder of William Roberts, mate of the brig j fate with him who resolved to sell his life at
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
to the horizon. God of mercy ! the frigate I said Margaret, grasping my arm. It was about Vineyard, on the high seas, on the 23d of the highest price. A French brig with a val
Two dollars perannum, if paid within the year— again began to sink upon the waters.
twelve years since I had heard these words Nov. last, and who is to be executed on the uable cargo of wine and silk, was taken short
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
And now shall I waste words in telling 1 from her lips ; but it now seemed as if there 22d inst. is a native of the State of Rhode ly after ; the vessel was burnt and the crew
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No what were my feelings during the hour of , were between us a mutual, though tacit, un Island.—As the name by which he is known murdered.
papers discontinued, except at the option of the pub horror I have described ? I felt as one who derstanding of our feelings for each other. Un to the community is Charles Gibbs, we shall
The sanguinary scenes through which
had dreamed himself in security, and awoke restrained, at such a moment, by the presence accordingly designate him by that name, in j Gibbs had passed, now effectually wrought
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
in
the
infernal
regions.
I
felt
that
in
a
few
of
the
domestics,
Margaret
and
I
.
used
the
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
the history of his bloody atrocities which is 1 up his desperation to the highest pitch, and
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount hours I might not only be butchered in cold most endearing expressions, and, like a dying here subjoined.
being as remarkable for his coolness and intre
blood myself, but might see Margaret—that husband and wife, bade 'a solemn farewell to
Soon after his arrest, and before his trial, pidity as he was for skill in navigation, he
charged for its insertion.
was the thought that unmanned me. I tried each other. We all then remained silent, our he expressed a desire to Henry W. Merritt, was unanimously chosen to be their leader
to think if any remedy yet remained, if aught quick beating hearts raised in prayer, and our one of the Police .Marshals, to make some in all their future enterprises. To reap a gol
MISCELLANEOUS.
lay in our power to avert our coming fate.! ear open to every sound that seemed to ap- communications to a magistrate respecting den harvest without the hazard of encounter
Nothing offered itself. I felt that we were j proach the cabin. .Perhaps the uncertain na- his career and crimes. The officer made ing living witnesses of their crimes, it was
THE DEMON SHIP-’
entirely in the power of the Demon buccan- ! ture of the death we were awaiting, rendered known his wish to James Hopson, Esq. one unanimously resolved to spare no lives and to
THE PIRATE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN. eers. I saw that all that Girod could do was j its approach more* fearful. The ocean must of the Police Magistrates of this city, and this ; burn and plur <er without mercy. They knew
to gain a few hours delay. Oh ! when we | undoubtedly be our grave; but whether the gentleman, presuming that a developemii:t of ’hat the principle inculcated by the old maxstand suddenly but assuredly,-on the verge of I wave, the cord, the pistm, or the dagger, the circumstances attending his p^«actes I im that 4t dead men tell no tales,” was the
I now heard th^
'■
’ ’’ 1 existence,
’
’
disembodied
who
-can paint that would be the instrument oi our destruction, would be highly important and valuable to only safe one for them, and they scrupulously
rod, 8nd rhe ruffiar/1'
heli ng which takes place we knew not; whether something like mercy the mercantile community,. proceeded to the j followed it. Gibbs states that he never had
lance. The exp’
i me human bosom ! I had never been one would be shown by our butchers in the prison at Bellevue, to receive his confession, j occasion to give orders to begin the work of
omitted. But ’•
vho held it a duty to conceal from any hu promptness of our execution, or whether they The disclosures made to that gentleman will death.
1
The "
Spaniards were generally eager
was the h'eax
,
to accomplish that object without delay, and
.
nie man being that approaching crisis of his des might take a ruffian pleasure in inflicting a be found in the sequel.
dress the ruffian-speaker as c
Had Margaret or I been
The other details presented in the following generally every unhappy victim disappeared
vessel, while the former received from his tiny which will usher him before the tribunal lingering pain.
-companion the familiar appellative of Jack. of his Maker ; and my earnest desire now alone in these awful circumstances, I believe narrative, were communicated to Mr. Merritt, in a very few minutes after they had gained
They were walking the deck, and their whis was to inform Margaret as quickly as possible this thought would not have occupied us a Police Officer, the deputy keeper of Bride the deck of a vessel.
He now directed his course towards the
pered speech only reached me as they from of her coming fate. But after Girod’s parting moment ; but to be doomed to be spectators well, and another person, at different times,
time to time approached my cabin, and was injunction, I feared to precipitate the last fa of the butchery of those we love, makes the and were committed to paper by them on the Bahama Banks, where they captured a brig,
again lost as they receded. I thought, how tal measures by any step that might seem ta heart recoil in horror from the last crisis, even spot, very nearly in his own language. That believed to be the William from New York
ever, that Girod seemed, by stopping occa ken with reference to them. I therefore lay when it believes that the sword of the assassin they are all true we do not undertake to af- for some port in Mexico, with a cargo of fur
firm ; but that they are in the main, founded j niture ; destroyed the crew, took her to Cape
sionally, as if in the vehemence of speech, to still until morning was further advanced. I will prove the key to the gate of heaven.
The sun sank in the waters, and the last in truth, we do most surely believe. Some 1 Antonio, and sent the furniture and other arIt was yet
draw them, as much as possible, towards my then arose and left my cabin.
tip1pc to
tn their friend at Havana. Sometime
cabin. I then listened with an intentness scarcely broad day, but many a face I had not tinge of crimson faded on the waves, that npw of them are so strongly corroborated by cir-'ticles
which made me almost fear to breathe. 4 But before seen met my eye,—many a counte rolled towards the stern windows in dun and cumstances, as to leave hardly a doubt on the during this cruise, the pirate was chased for
The wind as is often the minds of the most sceptical.
nearly a whole day by an U. S. ship, supposed
again I say, Jack,’ said the voice of the real nance, whose untameabie expression of fero dismal billows.
At this
The first account which he gives of him to be the John Adams ; they hoisted Patriot
captain, 4 what are we to do with these fine city had doubtless been deemed, even by the case at sunset, died on the ocean.
passengers of ours ? I am sick of this stage ruffian commander himself, good reason for moment I heard the voice of the captain— self is, that his father obtained a situation for colors, and finally escaped. In the early part
play work ; and the men are tired, by this hitherto keeping them from observation. All ‘ Up to the top of the mainmast, Jack, and see him in the United States sloop of war Hornet, of the summer 1817, they took the Earl of
time, of being kept down in the hold. We on the quarter-deck was quiet. The skylight if there be any sail on the horizon.’ The Captain Lawrence, during the last war with Moira, an English ship from London, with a
shall have them mutiny if we stifle them much of the cabin was closed, and it seemed that group of victims in the cabin scarcely drew England, in which vessel Iiq made two cruis I cargo of dry goods. The crew destroyed, the
longer below. Look how that sail is sinking thé countess and her female attendants were breath while waiting a reply which would de es ; in the last of which she captured and ! vessel burnt, and the goods carried to the
on the horizon. She can never come up with still enjoying a calm and secure repose. I cide their fate. We distinguished the sound sunk the enemy’s sloop of war Peacock, off j Cape. There they had a settlement with
us now. There be eight good sacks in the longed to descend and arouse them from a of feet running up the shrouds. A few mo the coast of Pernambuco, after an engage I their Havana friend, and the proceeds divided
forecastle, and we can spare them due ballast. sleep which was so soon to be followed by a ments elapsed ere the answer was received. ment of 20 minutes.—On the arrival of the , according to agreement.
That would do the job decently enough for deeper slumber ; but the step would have At length we heard a—“ Well, Jack, well ?” Hornet in the U. States, Capt. Lawrence was 1 Gibbs then repaired to Havana, introduced
our passengers—jocosely in the captain’s tone. been hazardous, and I therefore walked up which was followed by the springing of a assigned by the government to the command 1 himself to the merchant, and made further
‘ Oh 1 mine goot captain, you are man of and down the quarter-deck, sometimes anx man on deck, and the words, ‘ Not a sail with of the frigate Chesapeake, then lying in Bos 1 arrangements for the successful prosecution
speeret,’ observed Jaqueminot ; 4 but were it iously watching for the removal of the sky in fifty miles, I’ll be sworn.’—‘ Well then, do ton harbor, and Gibbs accompanied him to ' of his piracies. While there he became ac
not wise to see dat sail no more, before we light, sometimes straining my vision on the the work Below !’ was the reply. 4 But (with that ill-fated vessel in the month of April, quainted with many of the English and Amer
show dat we no vile merchanters, but men of horizon, and sometimes casting a furtive ¡an oath) don’t let’s have any squealing or 1813. “ Ifiarly in the month of May,” says he, ican naval officers, enquired respecting the
Finish them quietly. And, take 41 we received a challenge from Capt. Broke, success of their various expeditions for the
de trade dat make de money by de valor ?’ glance towards the evidently increasing crew I squalling.
—(There is something in that,’ observed on deck, whilst ever and anon my soul rose | all the trumpery out of the cabin, for we shall of the frigate Shannon, and instantly made suppression of piracy, and made himself ac
Jack ; 4 if the convoy come up, and our pas in prayer to its God, and spread its fearful j hold revel there to night.’ A step now came preparations to go to sea, and risk a battle. quainted with the speed of their vessels, and
| softly down the cabin stair, and a hand tried We stood_down the harbor about 11 o’clock, all their intended movements.
sengers be missing, ’tis over with us. We cause before him.
I had now an opportunity of discovering the door, but found it fastened. I quitted and commenced the action about 3, P. M. off
On his arrival at Cape Antonio, he found
can no longer pass for a trader ; and to hoist
the Demon colors, and turn to with frigate the real nature of my sentiments towards Margaret, and placed myself at the entrance Cape Ann. It lasted about 30 minutes, with that his comrades were in a complete state of
and sloop both, were to put rash odds against Margaret. They stood the test which over of the cabin. 4 Whoever, said I, attempts to great slaughter, especially on board the Ches mutiny and rebellion, and that several of them
us.’—4 And de coot sacks wasted for noting,’ throws many a summerMay attachment. I come into this place, does it at the peril of his apeake. I escaped miraculously, with only a had been killed. His energy checked the
said Jaqueminot, with a cool ingenuity that felt that, standing as my soul now was on the life. I fire the instant the latch is raised.’—A sabre wound upon my nose, the only wound disturbance, and all agreed to submit to his
contrasted curiously with his vehement and verge of its everlasting fate, it lost not one of ’ voice said, 4 Laissez moi entrer done.’ I hes- I ever received in my life.—The loss of the orders, and put any one to death who should
horror-stricken manner in my cabin. 4 Better its feelings of tenderness. They had assumed, ! itated for a moment, and then unfastened the Chesapeake was 65 killed dead, and 100 dare to disobey them.
During the cruise which was made in the
to wait one day—two day—par-bleu ! tree indeed, a more sacred character, but they were , door. Girod entered, and locked it after him. wounded—one half mortally. We were ta
The sun arose, and the | He dragged in with him four strings, with ken into Halifax, where I remained about latter part of 1817 and the beginning of 1818,
day—than spoil our sport by de precipitation.’ not diminished.
a Dutch ship from Curracoa was captured,
—I grudge the keep of these dainty passen countess appeared on deck. I drew her to | heavy stones appended to them, and thè same four months.”
After his exchange, he abandoned all idea v^ith a cargo of West India goods and silver
gers all this while,’ said the captain, roughly; the stern of the vessel, so that her back was number of sacks. The females sank on the
—4 my lady there, with her chickens, and her to the crew, and there divulged the fearful j floor. In the twinkling of an eye Girod rolled of following the sea for a subsistence, went plate. The passengers and crew, to the num
conserves, and her pasties ; and Mr. Molly secret which so awfully concerned her. At1 up the carpet of the cabin, and took up the home to Rhode Island, and remained there a ber of 30, were all destroyed, with the excep
flower Captain here, with his bottles of port first the woman only appeared in Margaret ; trap-door, which every traveller knows is to few months, but being unable to conquer his tion of a young female, about 17, who fell
and claret, and cups of chocolate and Mocha her cheek was pale, her lips bloodless, and j be found in the cabins of merchantmen.. 4‘In propensity to lead a roving life, he entered on upon hei- knees, and implored Gibbs to save
’ he said in
French to the Countess and board a ship bound to New-Orlean& and | her life. The appeal was successful, and he
......................
.......
coffee.
Paying, too, forsooth I with such respiration seemed almost lost in terror and —in,
princely airs for everything, as if we held not overpowering astonishment. She soon, how myself. I immediately descended, received thence to Stockholm. On the homeward I1 promised to save her though he knew it
his money in our own hands already. Hunt ever, gained comparative self-possession. 41 Margaret into my arms, and was holding passage they were compelled to put into Bris-|¡ would lead to dangerous consequences among
ed as we then were, ’twas no bad way of must be alone for a few moments,’ she said. them out for the other females, when the tol, England, in distress, where the ship was ;, his crew. She was carried to Cape Antonio,
blinding governments, by passing for traders, 4 Perhaps you will join me below in a brief trap-door was instantly closed and bolted, the condemned and he proceeded to Liverpool, I and kept there about two months, but the
hour.. ’ uno
She ruveiu[rai
enveloped ijurifice
her face m
in irei
her ssuayv.i
shawl carpet laid down, the cabin door unlocked, and returned to the United States in the ship ;I dissatisfaction increased until it broke out in
and getting monied passengers on board : juvui
to hide its agitation from the crew, and hasti- | and Girod called out, 4 Here you Harry, Jack, Amity, Capt. Maxwell. Shortly after his re- ■ to open mutiny, and one of the pirates was
but it behooves us to think what’s to be done
When I joined I how call you yourselves, I’ve done for two of turn home, the death of an uncle put him in j shot by Gibbs for laying hold of her with a
now.’—4 My opinion is,’ said Jack,4 that as we ly descended to her cabin.
Dat tarnned possession of about two thousand dollars, j view of beating out her brains. Gibbs was
have already put such violence on our habits, her at the time she bad appointed, a heavenly ' dem, I can’t manage no more.
we keep up the farce another day or two, un calm had stolen over her countenance. She j Capt. Lyon, when I stuff him in de sack, he with which he established himself in the I compelled in the end to submit her fate to a
til we get into clear seas again. That vessel, held out one hand to me, and pointing up- almost brake de arm.’ Heavy feet trampling grocery business in Boston.—This undertak- I council of war, at which it was decided that
the cabin floor, with a sound ofscuffling ing was far from being profitable, and he was the preservation of theii- own lives made her
<
yonder, still keeps on the horizon, and she wards with the other, said, 4 I have not im• .over
Come
~
ands sit by me, my and struggling, were now heard over our often under the necessity of applying to his j sacrifice indispensable. He therefore acqui
has good glasses on board.’—4 And the men ?’ plored in vain.
asked the captain.
41 had rather, without friend ; our moments seem numbered on heud, A stifled shriek, which died into a father for assistance, which was always afford esced in the decision, and gave orders to have
more debate, go into this hen-pen here, and earth, but, oh ! what an interminable exis deep groan, succeeded—then two heavy ed, accompanied with good advice and his : her destroyed by poison, which was immedi
down info the cabin below, and in a quiet tence stretches beyond it. In such a moment plashes into the water, with the bubbling noise blessings. The stock was finally sold at auc ately done. _
___ __ _______
The piratical schooner was shortly after
he soon
way do for our passengers, than stand the as this, how do we feel the necessity of some of something sinking beneath the waves, and tion, for about 900 dollars, which
chance of a mutiny among the crew.’ Here better stay than aught our own unprofitable the fate of the two innocent sisters was deci squandered in ale-houses and among profli- wards driven ashore near the Cape, and so
4 Where’s Monsieur Girod ?’ at length gates. His father hearing of his dissipation, I much injured that it was found necessary to
my very blood curdled in my veins. 4.Dat is lives can yield.’ Margaret’s Bible lay before ded.
goot, and like IT!¡ne brave captain,* said the her. It was open at the history of His suffer said a rough voice.—4 Oh, he’s gone above,’ wrote affectionately and earnestly for him to ¡ destroy her. A new sharp built schooner
She sum was the reply ; 4 thinks himself too good to come home, but he stubbornly refused and was in consequence provided by their faithful
Frenchman ; and yet Monsieur Jean say wed ings on whom her soul relied.
mosh danger kill at present,; but why not moned her maidens, and we all read and kill any but quality.’—4No> no,’ answered the went to sea a^ain in the ship John, Captain I fiiend m Havana, called the Picciana, and
Brown, bound for the island of Margaritia. I despatched to their rendezvous. In this veshave de crew above deck vidout making no prayed together. Iler attendants were twO other, 4 I’m Girod’s through to the back-bone
After their arrival, he left the ship, and en- sei they cruised successfully for more than
attention to de voyagers. Dey take not no sisters, of less exalted mind than their mis —the funniest fellow of the crew. But he tered
on board the Colombian privateer Maria, ¡ f°ur years.
Among the vessels taken and
notice. Miladi tink but of moon, and stars, tress, but whose piety, trembling and lowly, had a private quarrel against that Captain
They cruised for about two | destroyed, with their crews, were the Belvidere,
down at the bottom of the sea, there, so he Capt. Bell.
was
equally
genuine.
They
sate
locked
in
and book ; and for de sleeping Lyon dere, it
asks our commander not to let any body lay months in the Bay of Mexico, around Cuba, £\d%a^Du^1b.ri^
were almost pity to cut his troat in any case. one another’^ arms, pale and weeping.
the other vessels
-i- enumerated in the list fur
It was a difficult day to pass, urged by pru hands on him but himself. A very natural but the crew becoming dissatisfied in conse- **
He ver coot faillbw ; like we chosen speerit.
thing to ask. There—close that locker, heave quence of the non-payment of their prize nished to Justice Hopson, and many others,
dence,
and
the
slender
remain
of
hope,
to
ap

Sacre-bleu ! I knew him a boy.’—[I had nev
out the long table, there’ll be old revel here to money, a mutiny arose, the crew took posses- whose names are not recollected. They had
er seen the fellow until I was on the wrong pear with our wonted bearing before the
night.’—At this moment Girod again descend sion of the schooner, anddanded the officers ! a very narrow escape at one time, from the
side of my thirtieth birth-day.]—4 Alvays for crew. We felt, too, that there was a some
ed. 4 All hands aloft, ma lads,’ he cried, near Pensacola. A number of days elapsed j English man of war brig Coronation. In the
de mischief,—stealing apples, beating his thing suspicious in our remaining so long to
4 make no attention to de carpet dere—mat before it was finally decided by them what early part of October, 1821, they captured the
schoolfellows, and oder little speerited tricks. gether, but we found it almost impossiblq^o
grasp on each other’s hands and s$pi- ters not, for I must fairst descend, and give course, to pursue. Some advised that they shij^i ¿vkts of Charleston, took her to Cape
At last he was expell de school. I
\ plain indications that our sentence out de farine for pasty. We have no more should cruise as before, under the Colombian Antonio, and were busily engaged in landing
dis j^aise-from no lov
Tgan to show cursed voyagers, so may make revel here to- commission ; others proposed to hoist the her cargo, when the U. S. brig Enterprise,
had been ser- naight vidout no incommode.’ He soon de Black Flag. They cruised for a short time Capt. Kearney, hove in sight, and discovering
_,ie ; and did
oil w.
_
in LUC morning, wiin-a savage care scended with a light into our wooden dun without any success, and it was then unanim their vessels at anchor, sent in her barges to
er well pleased to make
geon.
ously determined to hoist the black flag and de attack them. A serious engagement follow
4 Well, then, suppose the men come on deck, lessness of manner that ominously contrasted
(To be Continued.)
clare war against all nations.—Their bloody ed ; they defended themselves for some time
with
the
overdone
attentions
we
had
before
half at a time,’ said the captain ; 4 and we’ll
purpose was not carried however into imme behind a 4 gun battery, but in the end, were
received ; and the non-appearance of any
keep the prisoners—Heaven help us! tfie pas
Naivete.—A neighbor of ours not long since, diate execution. They boarded a number of defeated with considerable loss, and com
subsequent meal, though day waned apace,
sengers—till the sea be clear, may be till sun
introduced to his son, about six years of age, vessels, and allowed them to pass unmolested pelled to abandon their vessels and booty,
set.’—4 Look, look !’ said Jack, 4 the frigate fearfully proved to us that the Demon captain a little brother, who had just arrived in this
there being no specie on board, and their car and fly to the mountains for safety. In the
now held further ceremony with his doomed
gains on us ; I partly see her hull, and the
passengers useless. Margaret held me to her world, which all agree in abusing though none goes not being convertible into any thing list of vessels destroyed, as stated in the con
wind slackens.’ I now put my own glass,
with a gentle and trembling tenacity that ren like to part with it even in exchange for a valuable to themselves. At last one of their fession to Justice Hopson, Gibbs speaks of
which was a remarkably good one, through
dered it difficult for me to leave her even for better.—The boy look’d at his infant brother in crew named Antonio, suggested that an ar this ship as the Caroline of Charleston. But
my little window, and could distinctly see the
a moment; but I felt the duty of ascertaining some little perplexity and then raised his eyes rangement could be made with a man in Ha he afterwards recollected that it was the Lu
sails and rigging and part of the hull of our
to his father, enquired, “ Where did you geri vana, that would be mutually beneficial ;— cius, and proceeded to state a variety of cir
late convoy. I could perceive that many of whether any aid yet appeared in view, or it ?” “ Bought him my Son,” said the father,
that he would receive all their goods, sell cumstances, which proved beyond a question
whether Girod could effect aught for us. I
■her crew were aloft; but the motion of our
walked towards evening round the quarter with a laudable gravity. Again the boy look them, and divide the proceeds. This sugges the correctness of his recollections. By a re
own vessel was so great that the frigate was
currence to newspaper files, we find that such
ed at the baby, and after a short time saga
sometimes on-and sometimes off the glass; deck—not a sail was to be seen on the hori ciously asked, “ Why dididt you pick out a tion being favorably received, they ran up a ship was captured by the pirates off* Cape
within two miles of the Moro Castle, and sent
zon. I endeavored to speak to Girod, but he
and I was therefore unable to discover wheth
Antonio on shore to see the merchant and Antonio in Oct. 1821, and was shortly after
seeffled studiously and fearfully to avoid me. white one, father ?—Sullivan Mercury.
er she were hoisting or taking in sail. It was
make a contract with him. Previous to this, retaken by the U. S. brig Enterprise, Capt.
The captain was above, and the deck was
a comfortable sight however, to see a friendly
Kearney, while the pirates were landing her
A boy who had been brought up in a log Gibbs was chosen to navigate the vessel. An
power apparently so near ; and there was a thronged. I believe this desperate crew was
composed of 4 all people, nations, and lan house in Ohio, which of course was not tonio succeeded in arranging every thing ac cargo. Gibbs states that according to the
feeling of hopeless desolation when, on re
guages.’ Once only I met” Girod’s eyeas he much encumbered with useless furniture, cording to their wishes, and Cape Antonio best of his belief only one of the crew had
moving the glass, the vessel, whose men I
passed me quickly in assisting to hoist a sail. was one day sent on an errand to a neigh- was appointed as the place of rendezvous. been killed at the time they were forced to
could almost have counted before, shrank to
He looked me fixedly and significantly in the bor’s house, where several articles of more j The merchant was to furnish drogers to trans abandon the ship. The same account says
a dim, grey speck on the horizon. The cap
face. It was enough : that expressive regard fashionable furniture had just been received i port the goods to Havana, which was done that the British brig Larch of St. Andrews,
tain muttered an infernal oath, and called
from Kingston for Hayana, was taken by the
by him for more than three years.
aloud to his sailors, 4 Seamen—ahoy—ahoy ! said, ‘ Your sentence has gone forth !’ I in from 4 the Eastward,’ and among other things
The Maria now put to sea, with a crew of pirates, and recaptured at the same time by
stantly
descended
to
the
cabin,
and
my
fellowa
looking
glass
which
was
suspended
oppo

Make all the sail ye can. Veer out the mainabout fifty men, principally Spaniards and the Enterprise. This is doubtless the Larkin
sheet*—top-sails unreefed—royals and sky victirhs read in my countenance the extinction site the door. The boy had never seen his
Americans, with every hope of infamous suc spoken of by Gibbs in the confession made to
ofhope.
We
now
fastened
the
door,
I
primed
own
face,
and
when
on
entering
the
house,
sails up’ [&c. &c.] 4 Stretch every stitch of
my pistols, and placed them in my bosom, the first object which presented itself was a cess. The first vessel she fell in with was Justice Hopson.
canvass. Keep her to the wind—keep her to
CITY PRISON & BRIDEWELL, MARCH 6, 1831.
and clinging to one another, we waited our dirty looking face, surrounded by long, yel the Indispensable, an English ship, bound to
the wind !’ I was surprised to find that our
Ques. Gibbs, why were you so cruel as to
Havana, which Was taken and carried to
fate.
It
was
evident
that
the
ship
had
been
low,
shaggy
hair,
&c.
he
was
so
affrighted,
-course was suddenly changed, as the vessel,
put about, and that we were sailing in a dif that without ceremony Jhe raw home as fast as Cape Antonio. The crew were immediately kill so iriariy persons, when you had got all
which had previously driven before the breeze,
ferent direction ; for the sun, which had be- his legs could carry him, exclaiming—44 Dad destroyed: those who resisted were hewn to their money, which was all you wanted ?
was now evidently sailing with a side-wind.
Ans. The laws are the cause of so many
pieces ; those who offered no resistance were
The noise of rattling cables, the trarapfing 'fore set over the bows of the vessel, now sent dy, daddy, I’ve seen the devil I”
shot and thrown overboard. Such was the murders.
Salem Gazette.
of sailors’ feet on deck, and the increased his parting rays into the stern windows. MarJ ND MAINE PALLADIUM,

Ml
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Ques. How can that be ? what do you him, ‘ how were the crews generally de- »
cases. This was undoubtedly the wav *
mean ?
1 stroyed ?’ he answers quickly and briefly,
which Taylor and Dundas, the Clerks, ascèr
FOREIGN NEWS.
COMMUNICATIONS
Jins. Because a man has to suffer death 1 and instantly changes the topic either to the
tained the truths which were afterwards"« r'
to days later from Europe.
for piracy ; and the punishment of murder is circumstances that attended his trial, or to his
sed and their places supplied by falsehoods^
The British barque Mary-Catharine, Capt.
no more. Then you know, all witnesses are exploits in Buenos Ayres.* Since his trial,
We venture a pledge, (and we pretend to
GENERAL POST OFFICE.
out of the way, and I am sure if the punish- his frame is somewhat enfeebled, his face Holt, arrived at Charleston, onthe 26th March
something of the affair,) that we will takeJUf
Never were grosser misrepresentations than
ment was different, there would not be so paler and his eyes more sunken ; but the air i ultimo, from Liverpool,having sailed thence
ham Bradley and the books of the office and,
I those contained in the Globe and copied into will correctly ascertain in forty-eight /loursT.
many murders.
of his bold, enterprising and desperate mind, on the 14th of February.
Ques. Have you any objections to tell me i; still remains. ]"In * **•
"fi" cell, he seems ; BELGIUM YET WITHOUT A KING. '! the Argus. The article begins with a whole- whom every extra allowance was made from th
his narrow
the names of any persons who have been more like an object of pity than vengeance; 1 The London Courier, of the 12th February, i sale falsehood that ‘ the Bradleys mismanaged inauguration of President Jackson to the nr^
concerned in piracy, or who received the gains is affable and communicative, and when he I publishes in a second edition an important the Post Office Department, which led to ent time.
of pirates ?
i smiles exhibits so mild and gentle a counte- Ì communication from its Brussels correspon- mistakes in the Clerks who made out the ab
The Globe man states that “ Messrs Gru
stracts for the Senate, and one of the wrong
Jlns. There are many now in the U. States,1 nance, that
TT. no one would take him to . be a ' dent, dated Wednesday night, which states doers seized on the consequences of the act to dy and Holmes, of the committee òf S
but I will not mention their names.
I
know
villain,
„
e
,
His conversation ,s incise and per-1 that
rotneolfrom t|^Co7 reffiofLoll^
Senate, visited thè General Post Office
that when I was cruising, f
*?
and hlS Style °f 1Jlustratl0n I"116 oriS- i dated Ute 27th ult. had been communicated to become an accuser,” and that “ Messrs. Clay examined under oath such of the Clerks Q
ton
and
Holmes
of
the
Senate
lent
themselves
the Isle of Pines was concerned with pirates, inal.
-.
. !the Provisional Government that evening;!
had been concerned in the transaction or
as accomplices to this injustice.”
and I won’t mention any others.
j
[Here follow the particulars related to Mr. I
TJ-.'
.
‘,
•
/.
and that it not only declared that the !i “ The Bradleys mismanaged the Post Office whose knowledge might enable them to de
Here we separated (says Justice Hopson)' P
fl
'
H
Hopson by Gibbs, under a promise ofsecrecy , French Govemment ¡/re8olved lo reject the
ve lope the facts. They also examined even?
and he wished me to call and see him again, until
i
after the tna . He stated that he com- off(_r of h
of. Belgium for the Duke ! Department ?’’ To this groundless and mali book and document in the department that
cious
charge
we
oppose
the
testimony
of
which I promised.
j imenced piracy m 1816 m the schr. SansSouc, | ofNein„
b|lt |hat k ad’heres to the
could shed any light on the subject,” andtl I
I visited him again on the 18th March. At 1belonging to the island of Marganta, and hat j co| of th
January, and consequently : Judge McLean, late P. M. G. In his letter result was a detection of the error in HarrelP
to
Mr.
Barry
of
the
31st
March,
1829,
he
says,
that urne he had been in several o her . disavows th j
of Cjjnt Sebastiani,
that visit, nothing but conversation took place, smee
i
case ! A more palpable falsehood was never 1
I asked him many questions ; he conversed ' vessels engaged in the same business ; that,
It further
th(J eyent of th(J i “ I cannot injustice to myself and the public pullished. The sub-committee went toffie of
with great freedom ; repeated to me the ves many of his comrades are now living in the , Duke of Leuchtenberg being again proposed : service refrain from commending the contin fice^t precisely 9 o’clock and'left between li I
d fe d h
, r'c0‘J i2e^
any uance of the Assistant Post Masters General, and 12—say past 11. During these two and a
sels he first informed me had been robbed and , U. States, but whose names he never would :
e
The same correspondI who have been long identified with the dedestroyed.
j mention ; that they had taken from n>any|oneofthefi’
halt hours these gentlemen of the Committee I
in
1
dated Thursday evehing, I ■ partment and have been faithful to the trust took five depositions and moreover “examined I
Delivered to Mr. Merritt, March 2\st, 1831, at vessels large sums of money and various ar- d
., reposed. I name these gentlemen to you be■
th B
j
the request of Gibbs.
*
! ticles of merchandize. He had no doubt he state’ h M
every book and document in the department
concerned m robbing forty ditierent t». • > „ ,
■’
®
+i i cause I have understood that efforts are mak- that could shed any light, upon the subjece
On one occasion Gibbs states that be cruised | had been
j,
j aus has
nas declined
oecnneu to
io sign the
me note sent to
lu the
uit i ing to remove one or both of them. I should
,
.
N.i• ra
r iin .r■
Pans
vessels
—
and
gave
following,
________
N „.-..
e .1^
1
!
a
J!
d
§
ave
the
names
of
the
followju
g>
Provisional
Government
with
the
above
profor more than three weeks off the Capes of i
The “report,” says the Globe-man, comprised,
1I tocol, and that the diplomatic commission !I extremely regret such a step as well on your nearly six thousand large folio pages, and yet
the Delaware, in the hope
hope viAhmtig
of falling iin with 1 as among them:—
' own account as that of the public. With the
•vessel
burnt,
crew
Philadelphia
ship,
bound
j
Brig
Jane,
of
Liverpool
—
the Rebecca Sims, a
.......... ,
had refused to lay the document before Con- [¡ operations of the Department I am well ac- this sub-committee of two gentlemen, did ift.
for Canton. They knew that she would have" destroyed.
gress, having returned it to Lord Ponsonby ! jj quainted. I am anxious that its reputation addition to the labour of fekmg the five dtwM
Brig
—
—
,
of
New-York,
do.
do.
a large quantity of specie on board, but they
This prompt rejection of the honor of reign | shall be sustained ; and I am convinced that sitions, examine every book and document U
Brig
Belvidere,
of
Boston,
taken
in
the
Gulf,
were disappointed in their booty. The ship
ing over Belgium, tendered by its Congress this cannot be done, if the above gentlemen be from which the six thousand folio report was I
crew
and
vessel
destroyed,
passed them in the night.
to the son of the French King, shows the removed. This remark is made with a perfect compiled, in the short space of two and a half
Two French brigs, do. do. do.
Sometime in the course of the year 1819,
clear understanding that exists between the knowledge of the fact.”—Here Mr. McLeari
'....^'-^tW^’referringto |
Ship
Providence,
of
Providence
—
10,000
he states that he left Havana and came to the
h erasure or mutila.,
dollars taken from her, and suffered to pass {[ five powers,
uestonas to the affairs of that country. from his own knowledffp ~ ’"qdicts
United States, bringing with him about $30,rip ess.”
-, * 1
because the crew were his townsmen.
.. e
IO£1 is now stripped of its complica- word of the charge of mi..
-in
000. He passed several weeks in this city,
v......
The
Belgio
Congress
will
have
to
pro

C5I
- . ATtr-.n:
____of
ra.i.
__ _____
ucfrom
___ .1...,
tion.
I IlC lS
sub-committee
Bradleys, and adds emphatically that the rep
Ship
William
Salem
—took
her dry
and then went to Boston, whence he took
vide a king, very probably, from among the
<?act with I
111 Lt vessel
V vöovl tlColl
O y VCL* j
•
r» riri
utation of the department cannot be sustain
destroyed.
passage for Liverpool in the ship Emerald. goods and money. Crew and
.
The objections ed without them. Let then this gross and 1“- ... ,
ye were Un, ty-six erasures
Larkin, of W P™“*
Bark Dido, of Bremen 7;; barque
, .
.
7
■ q
o
’
«
I
nst
t
ip.
A
rp.hd
i
ì kp. ( ,hai
Before he sailed, however, he had squandered
against the Archduke Charles would appear
m which Bradley s name was inserted—the
a large part of his money by dissipation and London ; a French ship; ship EarLMoira, of to be as valid and strong as against the Duke scandalous libel stand contradicted by such one particularly examined and detected was
gambling. He remained in Liverpool a few London ; ship Indispensable, of do; all de de Nemours, or any other individual connect testimony as this, and then let the public Harrell’s case, but Bradley had sworn to the
judge.
falsity of the other erasures and insertions— I
months, and then returned to Boston in the stroyed, with their crews.
Genoese brig—-robbed of Plate, Piano ed with either of the leading powers.
Now this calumniator in the Globe ought he repeated the same there and it was not de
ship Topaz, Capt. Lewis. His residence in
ADDITIONAL DUTY ON COTTON.
to have known, moreover, that Abraham Brad
Liverpool at that time is satisfactorily ascer Fortes, &c.
The Charleston Patriot says the commer ley had nothing to do with extra allowances nied that the other cases were like Harrell’s I
Brig William, of New-York, suffered to
tained from another source besides his own
and yet it is stated, and that too in the “offi’
cial accounts “ are of the highest consequence nor with an accdlmt of them ; his duties cial paper,” that.“ after a laborious and vigilant I
confession. A female now in this city was pass.
to this country. The imposition of an addi were exclusively confined to thefiscal concerns. investigation of more than two months, (the I
A
Dutch
ship
from
Curracoa,
bound
to
well acquainted with him there, where, she
says, he lived like a gentleman, with apparent Holland. There were 30 passengers in her; tional duty of Id per pound on our principal i The second assistant superintended the con- committee) could not discover a single tairaraw material must materially affect those ar- j’ "tracts.
"
-w-r
Yet the slanderous writer in the
ly abundant means of support. In speaking some'of them were females. Took a large
ble point of which to complain, nor any er
of his acquaintance with this female, he says, | quantity of plate, destroyed the vessel, and all rangements on which a profitable commercial Globe, alleges that Mr. Bradley was the au rors of any description, whatever, except that I
intercourse
has been held between the two thor of the error which he charges on the
on
board
except
a
young
girl
the
daughter
of
“ I fell in with a woman, who I thought was
of twelve days in a date, and even that result- '
countries. It will arm the American manu Post Master General. But had Bradley been
all virtue, but she deceived me, and I am sorry one of the families. Took her to the West
facturer with a new weapon, and constitute incorrect or unskilful in managing the de ing from the looseness of a discarded officer
end
of
Cuba,
Cape
Antonio,
where
we
had
a
to say that a heart that never felt abashed at
an additional impediment to the restoration of partment, why did not Barry correct him and who was himself the complainant in the case.”' I
scenes of carnage and blood, was made a rendezvous, and where we had a small fort
The vigilance of the committee'wascontroled
a liberal commercial system. We could not
put inmgs
things ngnt
right r? It
after liarry
Barry u
u i pm
it seems that, atter
n ,nQ;„r:tv
.----that
mounted
4
guns.
We
kept
her
about
child of for a time by her, and I gave way to
Lre
dnnp hmm °P®!1initany thing
have expected such a measure from the asceni- has been more than two years at the head of!j n
two
months,
and
she
was
then
killed
;
and
more to be done, butto ask of the Post-£ta
dissipation to drown the torment. How often
dant party in England., who have sailed for ; this department, affairs are so bad that he
/ xzf
"
when the fumes of liquor have subsided, have this circumstance hurt his feelings more than so long a period under
the colors of free < cannot, in a period of nine months make out Mr. Bradlev and the bo* k*tjie examination of
I thought of my good and affectionate pa I any act of his life ; and which is the only act trade.” [England is never, under any cir- an ordinary report without the grossest era- mi
u
1
*
„
as
we
have
stated.
This1“ abstract” 1* 1
t°
rents, and of their godlike advice ! But when j' lie can say he is sorry for. [Afterwards told
I his abstract” did not go to that committee
The girl was cuinstances, any farther in favor of free trade, sures and most palpable slanders—to use no until the 23d Feb. eight days before the close
the little monitor began to move within me, I i me that she was poisoned.]
immediately seized the cup to hide myself about 17 or 18 years of age ; her father, moth than it suits her own peculiar interests. She harsher terms.
of the session, and the answers of Barry to the
This supposed “ mismanagement of the
from myself, and drank until the sense of in er, and all her relations, were on board the preaches the doctrine to others, and follows it
Bradleys kd to mistakes in the Clerks who !
'vere““,reherself
just
so
far
as
she
can
make
money
by
vessel.
toxication was renewed. My friends advised
made out the abstracts for the Senate.”-Now
sdoòs w ' Ì ±
’ a" "n™ °f the
There were many other vessels taken it—and no farther.]
me to behave rayself like a man, and prom
, questions were not answered at all.
The weather in England early in Feb. was so far from any mistakes in these Clerks, their ■
But Mr. Barry complains of the procedure i
ised me their assistance, but the demon still and destroyed, and among them Americans.
anj
Every thing valuable was taken from them, unusually severe—the greatest snow storm 1 abstracts were' right, and O. B. Brown and his 1¡and
haunted me, and I spurned their advice.”
“Messrs. Clayton and Holmes have lent •
took
place
about
the
1st
which
bad
occurred
j
P.
M.
G.
were
wrong
in
making
the
erasifres.
I
He subsequently returned to Boston, sailed and vessels and crews destroyed. The goods for the last four years. Five fishing boats I Pray how did it happen that the clerks should , themselves
as accomplices to this injustice.”— I
The
ti'
for Havana, and again commenced his pirat were sent to a Spanish house at Havana, were capsized off the Irish coast, by which I make out the report correctly, and that Brown ! The time was that ifa public newspaper, more I
ical career. In 1826, he revisited the United who sold them. We had a contract with the
21 men were drowned, leaving 73 helpless j by order of the P. M. G. should make these j especially one clothed with an official characStates, and hearing of the war between Brazil , house, and received half the proceeds,
charge
any member
of the Senate
upby the
“ mistakes
United
¿ftes^i
hi XXrf
children. 'Thereat
’ were ’blocked
’
......................
........?”-Tl,is
‘ attempt to shoulder off. te;ri should
and the Republic of Buenos Ayres, sailed j, While I was in the schooner Margarita,
- , • we
tms
auair
on
vieras
woman.
-d asw.
snow.
A
stage
driver
and
guard
frozen
were
this
affair
inexperienced
Clerks
wont
do.
\
accor
.
mlic
.
from Boston, in the brig Hitty of Portsmouth, took the American ship Caroline, and run
How did it become jiecessary to confide this
a£ains , any man, that
with a determination, as he states, of trying his ■ ker on skore at Cape Antonio, Cuba. The to death near Moffatt.
i
J
tit
oocly
would
cause
its
own
riffhts
to
he
iw®
duty to ignorance and ’nexpenenee ? Mr.
and h
)
&
|
fortune in defence of a republican government, i U*
armed vessel, the Enterprise, came
Barry
was
to
reform
this
department.
Intel^
ntleroen
acted
llnderai!
„hcr.of
the
8«
Upon his arrival, he made himself known to 1 alonS shortly after, and before we had a chance
ANOTHER REVOLUTION.
hgence, experience and fidelity and nothing «
.•
e senate,
Admiral Brown, and communicated his de- i of taking anything out of her, the crew or
The France at New-York from Havre, has else were to be found under fits administra- .lie denniam.r hl d enne management of I
sire to join their navy. The
TL„ Admiral accom- 1■ S!r
some
‘mc‘
the crew of the Enterprise landed •;
d WÌIe “rth“ ! a
' t?1
brought Paris dates of Feb. 11, Havre of Feb. 13. tion. How comes it to pass then, that, in so “e qhffi .
Lieuten- ! we
a fight-------------------------------with them, some of our
panied him to the Governor and a Lieuwu-i
-----had
--- --?
-------men
--short a time, Mr. Barry is obliged to palm off w
.-n Jt’ <illlia” ° ,el1I
Boston Patriot.
___ i I■ were killeil.
ant’s commission being given him, he_ joined
ka'ed, and
and 1I believe
believe some
some of
of theirs.
theirs,
such intolerable errors upon his underlings ?
-f *e dppartmentthey shouHJlm
were beaten and driven to the mountains,
The Havre Journal of Feb. 11, gives the
a ship of 34 guns, called the Twenty Fifth of We" |||'
Extra allowances had been omitted in i
May. “ Here,” says Gibbs, “ I found Lieutenant! where we remained some days. We then news of a REVOLUTION in Italy. It says some instances, to be entered on the contracts ' t5i.p f-p.. « i . tl*'e£aie 1 ' , 1 ^asiheirdng i
Dodge, an old acquaintance, and a number of separated ; some got to Trinidad, S. side of —“ An insurrection beyond the Alps has real- : and in others the dates were omitted “ hfore \ ‘°,T
f1 ! ¿be Senate, the States and th
other persons with whom I had sailed. When Cuba ; others got to the Havana. The crew ly broken out, bursting forth on the same day 1 Mr. Barry came into office.” And pray ilow .
“ l.n, ha Performance of th,s datj I
the Governor gave me the commission, he of the Enterprise destroyed our fort, and took in Reggio, Bologna and Modena. The ac was it afterwards ? The extra allowances
...
• a een shte ded fi-om the astold me they wanted no cowards in their Na the goods from the Caroline and our two ves count has beep received by telegraph at Ly complained of were those made by Barry ,
‘ i6 ™nlo.n®
power. Ao i
vy, to which I replied that I thought he would sels, the Margarita and Picciana, which were ons. To the details given by the Journal des and charged to Bradley. As Bradley had 1®“^
à t‘" f™”6
The.cargo of the Debats of this morning (which unfortunately nothing to do with the dir» of these allowan- c“’,?,0 I Globea«d the Argus ready loiad i
have no apprehension of my cowardice or I principally dry goods.
skill when he became acquainted with me. Caroline was principally dry goods, as ap we have not received,) we think proper to add, ces, Barry’s friend in the Globe, puts his Post £°‘
?hlSMch"<?e T'”St if,
that it is entirely a republican movement, and
He thanked me, and said he hoped he should peared from the. bills of lading.
Master
General
in
an
awkward
predicament
:
Visited
him
again
on
the
23d
March,
and
that
very
probably,
the
Duke
of
Modena,
the
not be deceived ; upon which we drank to
indeed. If Barry bad corrected th supposed
L. ,ÌTun r ,?* ?
"’t'S «"“* I
his health and to the success of the Republic. telling him all he had before related could not only sovereign, who refused to acknowledge error of his predecessor these “mistakes” i
. >° meS 1,1
examination olii»
be
true,
requested
him
to
go
on
and
repeat
our
revolution
of
July,
was
killed
in
the
tu

He then presented me with a sword, and told
could not have occurred—if not, his reforms !. >
,
e co.ncuned in the facts theredis- I
me to wear that as my companion through the names of the vessels again, and such oth mult.”
are not worth much.
|
If,tbe>«ei
disposed 1»
ers
as
he
could
recollect.
He
complied
and
According
to
the
reports
in
circulation,
the
the doubtful struggle in which the Republic
infer, that his friend the Post Master General
But
O.
B.
Brown
makes
a
distinguished
(
went
over
the
list
again.
[There
are
some
troops
and
citizens
were
engaged
together,
was engaged. 1 told him I never would dis
figure in the affair. He exhibits Mr. Taylor is~ innocent, while he admits his errors, it will,,
grace it, so long as I had a nerve in my arm. variations, and additions in the second ac but the troops had the advantage.
and Mr. Dundas divided upon an important we trust,-be set down to his charity rather than
count
The
brig
William,
of
New-York,
is
I remained on board of the ship in the capaci
his judgment.
constitutional question—viz. whether Barry
stated
to
have
been
destroyed
with
het
crew.
ty of 5th Lieutenant for about four months,
BUENOS AYRES.
If, as it is said, the 4th auditor is the.
was
P.
M.
G.
on
the
6th
March
when
Mc

Barque
Transit,
cargo
molasses^
vessel
and
during which time we had a number of skir
The N. Y. Journal of Commerce has Bue Lean left the office and thence to the time j editor in fact of the Globe, his hostility to
cargo
destroyed
in
1824
or
25.
A
Dutch
mishes with the enemy. Having succeeded
nos Ayres papers to Jan, 15, by the brig Jane that he actually took possession of the office ? j Messrs. Clayton & Holmes is natural enough
in gaining the confidence of Admiral Brown, ship on the south of Cuba, and the Dutch ship at that port.
Mr. Taylor thought Barry was P. M. G. before ! He probably will never forget the ordeal. And,
Dido,
both
destroyed
with
their
crews.
The
he put me in command of a privateer schr.,
his appointment and qualification, and Dun- ! if he is what Duff Green, who knows him
News
from
the
flotilla
in
the
Uruguay,
un

ship
William,
of
Salem,
is
not
mentioned
in
mounting 2 long 24 pounders and 46 men. I
das doubted ! ! ! Brown heard these consti- | best, defines him.—“ an ungrateful bypot-rite,”
der
our
countryman
Col.
Coe,
had
been
re

this
account.]
sailed from Buenos Ayres, made two good
ceived to Jan. 11th. The most perfect order ' tutional champions and gravely determined [I he may after that, be any thing else* but an
cruises, and returned safely to port. I then
To correct the impression which some of was re-established in Entrerios, the river was ! that Barry was not P. M. G. until he was honorable man.
bought one half of anew Baltimore schooner, our public prints have thrown out that Gibbs,
and sailed again but was captured seven days like other criminals, is disposed to magnify free from all alarm, and Col. Coe expected P. M. G. and that consequently Bradley the
For the Gazette & Palladium.
senior assistant was P. M. G. from the time
out, and carried into Rio Janeiro, where the and exaggerate his crimes, it may be well to immediate orders to return to Buenos Ayres, j
McLean
left,
to
the
time
Barry
commenced.
Rosales,
(the
same
who
ran
away
with
the
COUNTY REGISTER’S FEES.
Brazilians paid me my change. I remained state that a few days since a chart of the W.
“ For entering and recording a deed oroth- i
there until peace took place, then returned to Indies (Jocelyn’s) was handed him, contain national schr. Sarandi,) had been arrested, and I Having proceeded thus far “ with cautious
step
and
slow,
”
he
then
proceeds
to
the
in

with
five
other
officers
had
been
sent
prisoner
Buenos Ayres, and thence to New-York.
er paper of the length of one page or under,
ing the names of about 90 vessels which were
quiry how to fix eucli allowance upon the P. twelve cents ; and for certifying on the origin
After the lapse of about a year, which he boarded and plundered by pirates from 1817 to Montevideo.
M.
G.
who
made
it.
Here
the
Rev
’
d
ObediAccounts have been received from Cordo
passed in travelling from place to place,, to 1825, with a request that he would mark
al, the time when, and the book and page
Gibbs states that the war between Francei those of whose robbery he had any recollec- va, which, coupled with the reports current in ah shews a craft, which has but too often where the same may be recorded,five cents.
been
ascribed
to
his
profession.
He
takes
the
and Algiers attracted his attention. Knowing■ tion. The chart was returned with but one Buenos Ayres, would lead one to believe, that
If the- instrument recorded, exceed thè
that the French commerce presented a fine mark, and that upon the ship Lucius of the wordy warfare so long carried on by •report which was correctly made out and es length of a page, at the rate of fourteen cents
tablishes
this
rule
by
which
to
try
it.
“
Go
opportunity for plunder, he determined to Charleston. When questioned afterwards in the Periodicals of this city and Santa Fe, with
a page, the fees to be' paid at the offering
embark for Algiers and offer his servie^ -to regard to that vessel, he gave such an account those of Cordova, &c. is likely soon to give jI to the adjustment of the quarterly acco»”«*®
nstrument. For all copies at the rate I
j
with
the
contractor
and
if
an
allow
the Dey. . He accordingly took passage from of her, and of her subsequent re-capture by place to deadly war, and that the question at|
ce-nAc a .j- -x For entering in the I
credited
in
them
”
=•
’
•
fi«this port in the Sally-Ann, belonging to Bath, the Enterprise, as left no doubt respecting the issue between the two political parties, must
Qtage, to I "
when
Bradley
landed at Barcelona, crossed to port Mahon, truth of the statement. Had he been desirous ere long be decided by the dreadful alterna
, ., ,
re ' San..,.
I
.
and endeavored to make his way to Algiers. of increasing the black catalogue, here was tive—the sword—dreadful when called upon it to him.” Nò.
The vigilance of the French fleet prevented so fine an opportunity, that he would un to settle disputes between foreign nations, but of such a rule, inasmuch as these adjubiniei..
.’f ,s tp be understood that a page, as r
the accomplishment of his purpose, and he doubtedly have availed himself of it. He has a thousand times more so, when employed in were not any of them made at the time, and !| mentioned in this Act should contain, two
some not until June, and that all allowances
proceeded to Tunis. There finding it unsafe repeatedly stated that he was concerned in the arrangement of domestic differences.
hundred and twenty-four words.”
On Thursday last, the House of Represen made up to the time of the adjustment were
to attempt a journey to Algiers across the des the robbery of more than forty vessels, and in
Pee Laws of Maiìie. VolA.pA^. I
ert, he amused himself with contemplating the destruction of more than twenty with their tatives of this Province held an extraordinary carried to the contractors, credit in the April
I have had the curiosity to count the words
the ruins of Carthage,, and reviving his recol entire crews. Many of those destroyed had and private sitting, to receive an official com settlement. By this legerdemain he fixed on in two Mortgage deeds, each of which con'
lections of her war with the Romans. He af passengers on board, which makes it proba munication from His Excellency, the Gov Bradley more than $40,000 which were made tained less than 448 words.
by Barry himself, and though the thing was so
terwards took passage to Marseilles, and ble that he has been an agent in the murder ernor of the Province.
Admitting each to contain 448 words, equal !
flagrantly false on the face of it, Brown stuck to two pages, the legal fees for recording would I
British Packet, Jan. 15.
thence to Boston. From Boston he sailed to of nearly four hundred human beings 1 ! !
to
his
rule
and
Barry
sanctioned
it
—
the
true
N. Orleans, and there entered as one of the
Gibbs was married in Buenos Ayres, where
be, as follows :
crew of the brig Vineyard.
To a question he now has a child living. His wife is dead.
Recent intelligence from the Interior.—The name was erased and the false one inserted.
Two pawes at the rate of 14
The pitiful plea, that the accounts had been
why he who had been accustomed to com By a singular concurrence of circumstances; liberating army under the immediate orders
28 cents»
cents a page,
mand, should enter as a common sailor on the woman with whom he became acquainted of the valiant Governor D. Estanislao Lopez, hitherto kept in this way, is a frail and feeble
Certifying on the original
These accounts with contractors
board the Vineyard, he answered that he in Liverpool, and who is said at that time to has made a movement towards the frontier of resort.
5 cents.
the
time
when,
&c.
tO ^jav® ^een ^justed in this way—
sought employment to assuage the horrors of have borne a decent character, is now lodged Cordova, . Its
I vanguard, commanded bv Col.
17 cents,
Duty,
™
These
Ihese
extra
allowances
should
be
applied
to
reflection.
in the same prison with himself.
He has D. Pascual Echague, is composed of nearly
anfi whatever payment the
He solemnly declares that he had no agen written her two letters since his confinement, one thousand cavalry, perfectly well mounted
50 cents.
Whole amount of I egal fees,
e was properly carried into the
cy in the murder of the mate, for which he both of which are before us. They indicate and‘equipped, with numerous spare horses contractor
Look
to
your
deeds,
’
count
the
words,
and i
quarter
which
first
remained
to
be
adjusted.
was tried and convicted, and is unable to un a good deal of native talent, but very little and a train of artillery. The wishes of all good
see if you have not been compelled to pay
derstand how he could be found guilty when education.
patriots will accompany them in this gallant And this very fact is the best reason in the from 50 to 75 per cent, more to the Register, I
world, why the rule could never be applied
he stood by and looked passively on the
career of liberty and glory.
than he was by law entitled to receive, for |
scene of destruction. He readily admits,
This movement commenced on Monday to determine what P. M. G. made the allow
The resolution in favor of renewing the
however, his participation in the mutiny, re charter of the Bank of the United States, 10th inst. In various parts of the province of ance. These allowances were in most cases his own use.
“ find Jeshurun waxed fat and kick'd."
volt and robbery, and in the murder of Capt. which passed the Pennsylvania Senate unani Cordova symptoms of insurrection have ap for extra services already rendered, and of
course should be carried back to settle the
Thornby. He often asks if he should not be
peared
;
and
in
Ranchos
and
Rio
Terceiro,
mously has since passed the other house by a
The Chief Justice.—It is with heartfelt
murdered in the streets, ifhe had his liberty, vote of 75 to 11.—Bos. Pall.
the troops of the Protector have been routed oldest balance. Had McLean been inquired
and was recognized, and frequently exclaims’
by the inhabitants, whose rallying cry is, of whether he or his predecessor made a par pleasure that we state, from authority on
ticular
allowance,
would
he
have
attempted
Federation forever ! Death to the Tyrants ! ’
Oh, if I had got into Algiers, I never should
which we place entire reliance, that there is
to determine it by such a rule 2 No, he would not the smallest ground for the report, now
liave been in this prison to be hung for mur
The Telegraph states and appeals to the
The noble Governor Ibarra and his com have turned to the letter book and found in a current, of the intention of Judge Marshall to
der.”
President for the proof of the statement, that
Though he gives no evidence of a “ con some of those now most anxious for his re panion in arms, D. Pablo de la Torre, have moment the time when the allowance was resign the trust of Chief Justice of the United
trite heart” for the horrible crimes of which election, advised that he should, in his inau chased the few remaining troops of Col. Desa made and by whom. The answer to the ap States. To our readers generally, we aresathe confesses himself ' guilty, yet he evi gural address, declare his intention of retiring out of the territory of Santiago; and were plication for the allowance would have told isfied that the information which we are thus
dently dwells upon their recollection with at the end of his first term. This is an inter collecting the means to carry the war into the all about it. This wdsrthe Aay in which the enabled to communicate, will be more accep'
province of Cordova itself,
sub-committee (Messrs. Grundy and Holmes) table than any thing we have announced ta
great unwillingness. If a question is asked esting disclosure.—lb.
Lucero, January 14.
corrected the errors in Harrell’s and other them for the last sixteen years.—Natrlnt

udas the On ^1
Bowdoin College.—We are indebted to I
the politeness of a friend for a « Catalogue of
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I the Officers and Students of Bowdoin College
[ and the Medical School ofMaine, April 1831.”
The annual town meeting, held on Tuesday, f
last week, was adjourned to Monday next, j! The whole number of Students is 227, viz.
18th inst. at 1 o’clock P. M. Some measures jI Medical Students 92; Seniors 22; Juniors 30 ;
will then be taken for the maintenance of the Sophomores 35; Freshmen 45; Students in se
Paupers for the year ensuing, and it is impor lect departments, and not full members of the
tant, if there are any gentlemen who are will College 3. We also learn from the Catalogue
ing or desirous to take charge of them, that that the annual expenses of the Students are
they come forward at that time, ready to make ( 119 dollars.

>s
neral fast

definite propositions to the town.

Massachusetts Election.—Levi Lin
and Thomas L. Winthop, are re-elect
ed Governor and Lieut. Governor, by over
whelming majorities—from six to eight thou
sand votes larger than last year. Both branch
es of the next State legislature will, of course,
-contain very large majorities of National re
publicans.
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Connecticut !—Returns have been receiv
ed from a large number of the towns in Con
necticut, sufficient to place it beyond a doubt
;that John S. Peters is elected Governor ;
Isaac Spencer, Treasurer, and Thomas Day,
••Secretary, (all National Republicans,) by very
large majorities. There is no choice of Lieu
tenant Gov,.."
Aw p
Na
tional Republic'Congress
<0
majority- ... _ there w
majori
ties of national republicans in both branches
of the State Legislature.
Out of 117 towns
from which returns have been received, only
23 gave Jackson majorities.

Lebanon & Newfield, we are told by the
Jacksonians, elected Jackson town officers at
their recent annual meetings. Our political
opponents appear to feel much gratified, and
indulge in no little exultation at these results.
Why ? Jackson majorities were given and
Jackson representatives chosen in both these
towns in September last. They hold their own
and nothing more. Does Jacksonism stand
on so slippery a foundation in Newfield and
Lebanon, as to lead the adherents to that
cause to claim every success of their party as
an unexpected victory ?

We were visited on Friday evening, last
week, with a violent gale from the S. W. which
continued about twenty-four hours. In this
vicinity it prostrated a great quantity of
fence and a large number trees, and two
three instances of the decapitation of
chimneys have come to our knowledge. The
western papers speak of the damage occa
sioned by it—fences prostrated, trees torn up
by the roots, glass shattered, buildings remov
ed, fyc. fyc.

HYMENEAL.
MARRIED—In Augusta, Mr. David Sheri
dan, to Miss Susan Barnes.
In Standish, James Swett, Esq. of Gorham,
to Mrs. Mary Horr.

OBITUARY
DIED—In Buxton, 10th inst. Miss Julia Ann,
daughter of Dr. David Bacon, aged 18 years.
In Somersworth, Mr. Jonathan Davis—Fred
erick, son of Mr. C. C. Wolcott.
In Berwick, (Great Falls village,) Mr. Janies
Key, aged 64.

and spirited' resolutions, prepared by a com
mittee appointed for the purpose, were report
ed and unanimously adopted. One of the
resolutions approves of the proposed Nation
al Convention of the friends of the American
System, to be holden at Baltimore, on the 2d
Monday of December next, and another re
quests the people in the several Congres
sional Districts in the State, to choose del
egates to represent them in the Convention.
A committee of 26 highly respectable and in
fluential gentlemen was appointed “to cor
respond with the friends of Henry Clay,
throughout the Union.”
A public dinner was given to Mr. Burgess,
an able and distinguished member of the U.
S, House of Representatives, from RhodeIsland, by a number of respectable citizens of
the city of New-York, on the 30th ult. Mr.
Burgess addressed the company, (300 persons)
in a pungent and eloquent speech of great
length.

From the Philadelphia Daily Adv. of Monday last.
A magnificent service of plate has been
presented by the joint contribution of several
Insurance Companies in this city, to Capt.
Daniel Wise jr. of the ship Eliza. They were
exhibiting this morning at the Coffee House.
We copied from one of the articles, an urn,
which was brought to our office, the following
inscription, dedicating the whole service to
the service of Capt. W.
Presented to
Capt. DANIEL WISE, Jr.
Of the
Ship Eliza,
By the President & Directors, in behalf
OE THE

Stockholders of the Pennsylvania, Union,
Atlantic, Phoenix and United States Insu
rance Offices of Philadelphia.
As a tribute of respect for his persevering
and courageous conduct In saving his vessel,
and finally getting her into a port in safety,
after having suffered a violent gale in the Bay
of Biscay, which deprived the ship of her rud
der, and a great portion of her stern.
** Don’t «ivjt-up thj ship.”

T

ENGLISH, FRESCHI?
AMERICAN GOODS.

CONSISTING OF THE FOLLOWING, VIZ :

GRASS SEED.—HURDS GR ASS A-CLO

SHIP NEWS
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ARRIVED.

SP

S UMMEB

PROBATE NOTICES.

HE subscriber has just received a large At a Court ofProbate held at Kennebunk, with
in and for the county of York, on the first
assortment of
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and tKirty-one, by the Hon
WILLIAM A, HAYES, Judge of said

Broad-cloths ; Cassimeres ; Sattinets ;
Summer Vestings ; Thin cloth suitable for
gentlemen’s and boys’ Summer wear ;
' Green Barrage ; Cambricks ; Dimoties ;
in Waterborough, on the 27th ult. Mrs. Dorcas, wife I Muslins ; 4-4 Linens ; French Crape ;
of Elder Richard-----Etiierv,
.... aged
„. - 53.
a good assortment ofFancy Hdkfs. ;
In Bangor, on Thursday evening, 9th inst. Rev. Gentlemen’s do.
» 11 NT Smith
H
II
Vrinnirxai ot>rl P
P
. »-«■ .
____
John Smith, D. D. Principal and Professor of
AN ELEGANT ASSORTMENT OF
Theology, in the Theological Seminary, in that
English Ginghams and "Calicoes ;
town, aged 65.
In Boston, Mrs. Ann Grant, widow of the late Ladies & Gentlemen’s Gloves; Cotton Hose;
Deacon Moses Grant, aged 77.—Mr. Noah Fer Ribbons ; Needles : Sewing Cottons ;
naid, formerly of Kittery, aged 37.
Tapes ; Buttons ; &c. &c. &c.
In Islesborough, Me. 20th ult. Joseph, son of Hair Combs ;
Capt. Isaac Boardman, aged 2 years and 5 Black Sinchaw, Sarsnet, Changea- J
months. The deceased and an elder brother , ble Florence, mixed Camlet, plain > SILKS.
were left together in a room, in which was a ; & Changeable vj
Gro. de Naples
)
loaded musket. The parents were alarmed by Merino Shawls •
the dischcrge of the guri, and repaired to the Brown
“
Sheetings & Shirtings ;
room, where they found their gon a lifeless Morocco, Kid & Prunello Shoes;
corpse ; the contents of the gun having been dis
charged into the child’s mouth. Parents^cannot Leghorns anil Nqyaripo Bonnets, &c. &c.
use too much precaution in keening loaded fire
GROCERIES, 8i-c,
armslrom the handsofyoung children.
Im Worcester, 3d inst. Isaiah Thomas, Esq. at 15 Bags prime Porto Rico & Java Coffee ;
a very advanced age.—He, is the father of the New-Orleans Molasses ; Sugar; Teas ;
typographical fraternity in New-England, having Raisins ; Superfine Flour.
printed a paper in this town, we believe the first
AMES’ BACK ST RAPED SHOVELS;
established here, more,than half g. centory ago.
Manure Forks; Hoes; IRON of various sizes.
Newhur ijportjlerald.

April 14—Sch. Ploughboy, Walker, Boston,
full freight of merchandize for sundry merchants
in
this vicinity.
Bristol Congressional District.—Returns of
MEMORANDA.
votes for member of Congress have been re
Saco, April 6.—Ar. sch. Eliza & Mary, Den
ceived from all the towns in Bristol District, nis ; 7th, sch Grace, of York, from Baltimore,
Mass, which give James L. Hodges, the na with corn and flour to Anios Chace ; 8th, sch.
tional republican candidate, 2276 ; Micah H. Favorite, Hingham ; sip William & Henry,
Woodsum, Iron to J.Calef; 11th, sch. Rebecca,
Ruggles, (anti-masonic) 2371 ; others 222. Morrill, Boston ; Maine, Smith, do.; 12th,'sch.
Packet, Hartley, do.
There is no choice. This is the third trial.
Cid. at Boston, 12th inst. sch. Pan-Matanzas,
Saco Lyceum.—Next meeting on Wed Davis, for Matanzasand Europe.
Cid. at .New-York, 11th, ship Delos, Wil
nesday Evening next, 20th inst. at which liams, of this port, for New-Orleans.
Ar. at Holmes’ Hole, 7th inst. sch. Elizabeth,
time a report on the subject of Temperance
will be submitted to the Lyceum.—Exercises from York, with men, &c. to get offsch, William,
ashore on the beach.
commence at 7 o’clock.
Sid. from Bostofi, 6th, sch. Saco, Murch, for
Trinidad de Cuba.
We select from our Eastern papers the fol
Ar. at Gloucester, 7th, Eliza & Betsey, Den
lowing particulars of the damage occas nis, for Saco.
ioned by the storm of 30th ult. in addition
Cid. at Norfolk, 1st inst. sch. Colma, Hough,
to those given last week. We learn from (from Providence,) for Richmond.
Ar.
at Newport, 5th inst. sch. Only Daughter,
the Bangor Register, that “ it is estima
ted that at least one million of Shingles be Saco, for New-York.
Ar. at New-York, 6th inst. sch. Hero,’ Saco.
sides other lumber, were swept off the
wharves and carried down the river and lost. Sailed, brigs Maine, of this port, for Porto Rico,
Tom, of Saco, for Mobile.
One vessel on the stocks was thrown down—
Ar. at Liverpool, 16th Feb. brig Lim a, Lord, of
one or two buildings of small value were
this port, from New-Orleans.
swept away.
Adv. at Liverpool, 24th Feb. brig Lima, Lord,
At Hampden, the Sowadabscook has cut for Havana.
itself a new channel, leaving the mills at its
At Liverpool, 19 th Feb. (ent. for loading,)
mouth high and dry, and undermining the ship Mordecai, Redman, of Saco, for Mobile.
Ar. at Matanzas, 24th ult. barque Philetas,
bridge, and leaving it unsupported.
At Levant, the bridge and' dam carried from New-York.
away. Also the bridge at Jameson’s carried
The brig Franklin, Trott, of and for Bath,
away.
The bridge at six miles falls, in Bangor, from Philadelphia, (84 hours from the capes,)
in
ballast, while lying to, on Friday night last,
nearly destroyed.
struck on the rocks between Cape Porpoise and
At Eddington, the bend overflowed—the Wood Island, about 4 miles to the S. W. of the
large Sibley store upset—also some shopsand latter, at 12 o’clock at night. The crew re
a large quantity of lumber carried away.
mained on the wreck until day light, when they
The bridge at Stillwater, Orono, (cost be succeeded by swimming and the force of the
tween 4 and $5000) carried away.
surf to reach the shore. The tide left her short
All the bridges on the smaller streams car ly after, when they saved only a few articles of
ried away. It is thought that the appropria their clothing, the brig by this time, having
tion of $5000, by the State this winter, will broken in three pieces and was totally destroyed.
The crew reached this town on Sunday.
not repair the damage on the State road,
Portland Argus of Tuesday.
A blacksmith shop and a shoemaker’s shop
in Buckfield Village were carried away and
considerable other damage done.
The water in the Little Androscoggin river
has not been so high fora number ofyears.—
The Boom and a large number of logs at
Brunswick were carried away.
Has this day opened a new assortment of

How is this ? We extract the following
significant remarks from an editorial article in
the last Saco Democrat. That they are a hit a
“ some one,” there can be no doubt. We
ought not perhaps just now to give utterance
to oiir surmises—but we really believe that
we could point out the man, over whom the
rod is holden in the extract below.
Come,
Mr. Democrat, be plain—speak out—name
the man, and let the people know who it is
that, is to be “ made to feel” the party’s
wrath—who that “ cannot escape with im
punity, if he violates his trust”—who that
dares act 11 upon his own high responsibility,”
without consulting the leaders.
Will such
innuendos bring the subject back to duty, or
frighten him into the traces ? If we were to
seek for an answer to this last query, we
should scarce expect to receive one upon
which we could place great reliance, unless
we approached within a short distance of the
adjoining State.
“ Rotation in office,” is the salutary doctrine
of the Republican party, and all who are honest,
capable and faithful, are permitted to share in
the honors of our government—-those upon whom
the rule of rotation in office is brought to bear,
will if they are true republicans, cheerfully ac
quiesce in the decision, and retire satisfied with
the approbation of those whom they have been
permitted to serve. As we before said, the man
who faithfully performs his duty and acts in ac
cordance with the will of the people, may be
sure of receiving their approbation—but the
moment this individual undertakes to pursue a
different course, and disregards the public voice
and assumes to act only upon “ his own high re
sponsibility,” that very moment is the confi
dence which had been reposed in him withdrawn
and he doomed to meet that contempt which is
justly his due. Of the truth of this assertion,
there are many who can bear testimony, for
they have themselves tried the experiment—
and we should not even have to go out of our
own county to find some one example. It mat
ters very little with the people who the individ
ual is that attempts to slight their wishes—it is
enough for them to know the fact, and the indi
vidual, be he who he may, when the proper time
arrives will be made to feel that he is not above
their reach, and that he cannot escape with im
[communicated.]
punity if he violates his trust—no false notions of
consistency will induce them to support men MR. RE MICH,
who have been guilty of disobeying their instruc
I understand there is to be a grand effort
tions. This is as it should be.”
made at the adjourned town meeting on Mon
day next, to have the vote reconsidered
Great Clay Meeting in Philadelphia. which passed at our annual meeting, last week,
Agreeably to a call, signed by more than for the suppression of intemperance, or in oth
er words, to cause the law relating to the re
800 citizens of Philadelphia, many of whom tail of ardent spirits to be carried into effect
were originally ardent friends of Gen. Jack- in this town. It is earnestly hoped that every
son, the friends of Henry Clay, in the city friend of temperance and steady habits will
and county of Philadelphia, assembled ‘ in and attend meeting on that day, that he may be an
eye witness to the efforts of those, who are in
around’ the County Court House, on the 4th favor of retailing ardent spirits to be drank in
inst. ‘ As not one fourth of the persons in stores,—and of course in favor of drunk
attendance,’ says the U. S. Gazette, ‘ could ob enness, immorality and pauperism. For one,
it seems to me, impossible, that there can be
tain admission into that building, the meeting a retailer among us who will not cheerfully
adjourned to the Saloon of the Musical Fund lend his aid in suppressing a vice which has
Society’s Hall, which, though (U
-•
^-♦royed, and is daily working the destrucf so many, who but for this might be
most capacious m«jjj Phil#
-is. This is not a
’• in a
Jacksonmen and
; between those
è'1 ’*
ue
.avor ot so,.... and regular habits,
of our fellow citizens,
held in this city for many years.
It is sup and those who are for promoting intemper
posed that about 3000 persons found room in ance, pauperism and vice. It is hoped that
all sober, respectable and virtuous men, of
the Hall. John Sergeant was unanimously whatever politics or religion they may be, will
chosen President. Several eloquent address be present next Monday, to aid the cause of
es were made, which were received with the morality and virtue.
An Enemy to no . Man.
most rapturous applause, and a set of pertinent

Spring Ooods.

VER SEED. All the above GOODS are of
fered for sale at the most reasonable prices for
CASH.
WILLIAM LORD.
Kennebunk, April 16, 1831.

AN ASSORTMENT OF

English & American

IQEORGE WHEELWRIGHT, guardian
ofPlANNAH C. Morrill, a minor, having
presented his first account of guardianship of
his said ward for allowance :
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three weeks
successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
ed at Kennebunk, in said county, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Kennebunk, in said county, on the first Mon
day in August next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have
why the said account should not be allowed,?
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
April 9.
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within and
for the county of York, on the seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
dred and thirty-one, by the Hon. WILLIAM
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court i
|T> UFUS MOULTON, named Executor in
aa certain instrument purporting to be
the last will and testament of Catharine
Fernald, late of Sanford, in said county, wid
ow, deceased? having presented the same for
probate:
ORDERED,—That the said executor give
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three weeks
successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
ed at Kennebunk, that they may appear .at a
Probate Court to be held at Berwick in said
county, on the first Monday of May next, at
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
cause, if any they have, why the said instru
ment should not be proved, approved, and aL
lowed as the last will and testament of the said
deceased.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy.—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
April Q, 1831.

FACTORY GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
: ALSO: : :
On hand a good assortment of Old Sables
and other IRON suitable for Cart Wheel
and small Waggon Tire.
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
within and for the County of York, on the
FOR SALE, ALSO, A SMALL CASK OF
first Monday of April, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon.
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
Clear Pork ; Rice ; Coffee ; Cheese ;
Court;
Mackerel ; Sugar ; Molasses ; Sperm Oil ;
N the petition ofLucY Trafton, widow
West India Rum ; Brandy ; Cordials ;
of John Trafton, late of York, deceas
American Gin ; Cotton ; Tobacco ;
ed, praying for an allowance out of the pert
Crockery ; Hardware, &c.
sonal estate of said deceased :
PALMER & MILLER.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
April 16, 1831.
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
HpO be sold at Auction on Saturday the successively that they may appear at a Pro
®
16th inst. at nine o’clock, A. M. all the bate Court to be holden at Berwick, in said
STOCK OF GOODS in the Store lately oc county, on the first Monday in May next, at
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
cupied by
cause, if any they have, why the prayfer of
said petition should not be granted. *
Attest, Wm. CutterAllen, Register.
late of Kennebunk-port, deceased ; consisting
A true copy,—Attest,
of articles usually kept in a Retail Store,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
AMONG WHICH ARE
April 9.

O

Administr ator's Sale.

WZMEilM TOWNE,

ENGLISH, FREJNCH,

<Ss AMERICAN ROODS,
viz : Broadcloths; Cassimeres ; Flannels;
Bombazettes; Calicoes ; Muslins;
Silk and Cotton Handkerchiefs ; Linens ;
Ribbons ; Shawls; Silks & Hosiery.
Shirtings ; Sheetings; Ginghams;
Factory Yarn ; Leather & Morocco Shoes ;
Hats, &c.

Hard & Hollow Ware,
WEST INDIA
GOODS, & GROCERIES, <fcc.
Terms made known at the Sale.
ROBERT TO JUNE, Adm’r.
Stone & Mason, Auctioneers.
Kennebunk-port, April 7, 1831.

AND AN ASSORTMENT OF

SHERIFFS SáLE

® © © IB

At a Couid of Probate held at Kennebunk, ’with
in and for the county of York, on the fourth
day °f April, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon. WILL
IAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :■
EVI BRACKETT, named Executor in
a certain instrument purporting to be
the last will and testament of James Brack
ett, late of Berwick, in said county, yeoman,
deceased, having presented the same for
Probate ;
ORDERED—That the said executor give
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three weeks
successively, in the Kennebunk Gazette,
printed at Kennebunk, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at Berwick, in
said county, on the first Monday pfMay next,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
cause, if any they have, why the said instru
ment should not be proved, approved, and
allowed as the last will and testament of the
said deceased.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true Copy—Attest,
Wm, Cutter Allen, Register.

L

Ynn«- «« UM1AKEN by Execution and to
consisting in part of
’
J_
be sold at Public Auction,
Silks ; Plain & Check’d English Ginghams ; on Monday the 18th day of April, 1831, at
Scotch do.; 9d. Prints ; Super, do.; Laces ; one o’clock in the afternoon, at the store of
Oscarines ; Mandarines ;
Aaron Hubbard, Esq. in Acton, in said coun
April 9.
Gent, and Ladies’ Kid Gloves ;
ty, all the right in equity of redemption,
Hose & i Hose ; Fig’d. & Plain Muslins ;
which Daniel G. Tompson, of said Acton, At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
Broadcloths ; Cassimeres ; Sattinetts ;
Trader, has in and to the following described
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
Rouen Cassimere ; Stripes ; Drillings ;
mortgaged real estate, to wit.—One parcel of
day in April, in the year of our Lord eighteen
Bleached & Brown Cottons, &c. &c.
land containing about one and two thirds of
hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon. WIL
: : . ALSO : : :
an acre, situate near Acton or Shapleigh Cor
LIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
ner, and near and south of the dwelling house
BENEZER STORER, guardian of John
of Samuel P. Page, being the same parcel of
S. Littlefield, a minor, and child of
CORN; RYE;
land that said Tompson purchased of John
Nathaniel Littlefield, late of Wells, in said
Java Coffee ; Rice ; Pork ; Fish ;
Hubbard. One other parcel of land, contain county, yeoman, deceased, having presented
Double & single refined Sugar ; Brown do. ;, ing about eighty acres, situate on the east his first account of guardianship of his said
Figs ; Raisins ; Currants ; and many other side of the road leading from said Acton or ward, for allowance :
articles not enumerated ; all of which are of Shapleigh Corner, to Newfield, and is near I
JJZ)—That the said guardian give
fered at a small advance for cash.
the dwelling house of Stephen Nason,—
persons interested, by causing a
Saco, April 16,1831.
4w.
is the same that said Tompson purchased oi “copy of this order to be published three weeks
Mark Heard.—One other tract of land being successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
in said Acton, containing three-fourths of an ed at Kennebunk, in said county, that they
acre with the buildings thereon, and situate at may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
AT THE TANNERY OF
said Acton or Shapleigh Corner.—ALSO one Berwick, in said county, on the first Monday
DANIEL -W. LORD,
Co.
other tract of land containing about twenty- in May next, at ten of the clock in the fore
Kennebunk-port, April 16, 1831.
five acres, lying and being on the east side of noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the highway leading from said Acton or the said account should not be allowed.
Shapleigh Corner to said Newfield, adjoining
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
r|lHE subscribers being appointed by the land of said Samuel P. Page, and land of Eze A true copy —Attest,
Judge of Probate for the County of kiel Wentworth,—and is the same land that
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
York, Commissioners to receive and examine the said Tompson purchased of William Bee
Apri’ 9
the claims of the several creditors to the es tle.—One other parcel of land situate in said
tate of
SHERIFF’S SALE,
Acton, on the east side of the road leading
JOHN TRAFTON,
from said Acton or Shapleigh Corner, to said
late of York, in said County, Yeoman, de Newfield, containing about thirty acres, and v
rip AKEN on execution and will
ceased, represented insolvent, and six months is the same land that the said Tompson pur
ORK, SS. g
be gojj
Public Auction,
time being allowed for that purpose, hereby chased of Aaron Hubbard and Andrew Lord. near the dwelling bouse of Benjamin T.
give notice that they will attend for that pur
ALSO, all the right, title and interest said Chase, in Buxton in said county, on Monday
pose at the house of Theodore Wilson, in Tompson has in and to a certain Saw Mill, the eighteenth day of April next, at one of the
said York, on the first Saturdays of June, Ju situate in said Acton, and known and called clock in the afternoon, all the right, title and
ly, August, September and October next, by the name of the ‘ Hubbard Saw Mill,’ and interest which the Buxton Manufacturing
from two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
is on the road leading from HaleyV Corner, Company, have in and unto the following des
THEODORE WILSON, ?
NATH’L. JEWETT,
$ Commissioners. to said Acton or Shapleigh Corner.—Said cribed real estate, situate in Buxton and Hol
real estate is under the encumberance of sev lis, viz i
York, April 7, 1831.
eral mortgages.—-Reference for other particu
The lots or tracts of land with the buildings
lars to be had to the Office of the Register thereon, and formerly owned by Joel Mar
NOTICE. of Deeds for said County of York.—The shall, Samuel Came, John Woodman and
ripO the enquiry of several of our patrons amount of the encumberances will be made Samuel T. Edgcomb, of said Buxton and
Jrelative to their making payment for , known, and all other necessary information Hollis, in said county of York, aforesaid, with
the Gazette & Palladium, we state for ' concerning the premises given at the time all the water privileges thereunto belonging,
their information and all concerned, that we i and place of sale.
on the Saco river below Salmon falls, so call-,
EBEN’R. NOWELL, Deputy Sheriff.
have no authorised Agent for Jhe collection
ed, to satisfy an execution in favor of Joshua
Sanford, March 8th, 1831.
of our Bills, and that we hold all who take
Sears, of Boston, in the county of Suffolk, and
said paper accountable to the publisher alone,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, against
for the amounts due for said paper, unless
said Buxton Manufacturing Company, for
otherwise directed by a notice in this paper,
the sum of two hundred and eleven dollars
or by bills forwarded receipted by the sub
and twenty-four cents, and all fees arid ex«
A
good
assortment
of
Justice
scriber.
JAMES K. REMICI!.
pences,
RICHARD SMITH, D, Sheriffi
Blanks forSale at this Office,
April 12.
March 12, 1831

E

Apprentices Wanted

Commissioner^ KToticeA

BRtJfTERW

¿Blanks.

1 ’
. If J.

.
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j LIST OF LETTERS
[ Remaining in the Post-Office at KennebunL
GÈNE RAE UTILITY
March 31, 1831.
POETRY
AJfCourt of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
Tested by experience and sustained by Testimonials.
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
the crows in the cornfield.
within and for the County of York, on_ the
RLANDO BLAKE, Capt. Joseph Burn
OST people have a remedy for Corns .
POLISH WAR SONG.
The time of planting corn draws nigh—
first Monday of April, in the year of our Lord 1VJL
ham,—
—wwuivu
Solomon «««»,
Clark, Eleazer Clark,
1 vJL as well as otner
other compiamiss
complaints ,—but
b"* the
omn,
The
trouble
which
crows,
squirrels,
&
black1.
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon. nronrietor of the long known and justly Ivory Chadbourn, Miss Nancy Credifqrd,
birds,
of
every
description,
give
the
farmer,
On, hearts of steel ! the Russian band
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said ■
”
. . v
—Mrs. Dnllv
Dolly Downing.
by pulling up the corn, is manifest to the
Are gathering in vour native land.
celebrated ALBION
(yO'LUt •
On hearts of steel ! the Cossack s scream
traveller, in the scarecrows which painfully
H. I. J. K. L. M.
N the petition of Sally Lord, widow of
Has ’roused the Mother from her dream ;
watch in many a field, and in the extended
James Harding, 2, Abraham Hill,—Josiah,
She hears that shout, she knows it well—
Edmund
Lord,
late
of
Kennebunk,
de

(as
prepared
by
the
late
Dr.
Conway,)
has
lines, which, with magic influence upon the
! the Cabinet-maker,_ Samuel Jeffers,—-Miss
’Twas heard when Kosciusko fell —
ceased, praying for an allowance out of the
winged robbers, defend others.
Small and
been made acquainted with no instance or 0t>oraeiia
ornepa Kimball,
A^Lord, George
When Warsaw’s streets gave forth 3 flood
xviinuaH,—
—Francis
a
xjwige
Of maiden’s tears and father’s blood !
its proper application, in which it has not '; & Ivory Lord 2, Elijah Littlefield,—A. Mc
noisy windmills, dead hawks, and crows, sus personal estate of said deceased :
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
petitioner
1 see the flaming city there.
pended as a warning to the living, and various
been preferred to all other remedies (or Culloch, & Co. Benjamin Mayo.
] hear the cries of fell despair ;
other expedients are also adopted by farmers give notice thereof to all persons interested Corns, those painful disfigurers of the feet
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
1 hear the Sprung Mine’s dreadful roar,
in
said
estate,
by
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to save their cornfields from the plunderers.—
1 see a ruin stained with gore ;
Miss Eunice Oaks,—Capt. A. P. Patterson,
On, hearts of steel 1 your country calls ;
These cost labor, and are not perfectly effec to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, and enemies to locomotion.
The Albion Com Plaster softens the —Joseph Smith, James Simpson, Charles
Shall tyrants spoil your father’s halls !
tual when they are done. The mock man printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
Stevens, Miss Susan Stevens.
Shall Polish maidens weep in vain !
becomes like king log, on whom the frogs weeks successively that they may appear at a corn, however old and tough, and extracts
On, hearts of steel ! again—again.
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
jumped for their amusement; the lines break, Probate Court to be holden at Berwick, in it to the very roots. The relief afforded is
Titcomb & Smith, Nathaniel Thompson,—
said county, on the first Monday in May next, gentle, immediate and thorough.
and
leave
a
door
open
to
the
adversaries
;
the
II.
wirdg cease, and the clatter of the windmill at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
The Proprietor begs leave to submit the George Storer Wells.
On hearts of steel ! the Tartar Horde
29.
also ceases.—All security fails, and the crows c&use, if any they have, why the prayer of following case, from Mr. Stowell, who is
Is on your pleasant Villas poured ;
said petition should not be granted.
JAMES OSBORN, Jr. Post Master..
Shall Poland sink without a blow ?
still pluck up the farmer’s corn.
well
known
to
the
inhabitants
of
this
city,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Shall her red blood in torrents flow ?
Now, save all this trouble, and be sure of
especially at the south end, and at South
Shall Danube thunder o’er her slain,
Attest,
.
securing also your corn. Buy sixpence worth A true copy,—W
While Cossacks scour o’er hill and plain .
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
Boston, ‘as a very worthy and respectable
of
copperas,
dissolve
it
in
water,
and
steep
On hearts of steel 1 for vengeance cry
Apri! 9.
.
Remaining in the Post-Office at Berwick, Me.
your half bushel of seed corn in it over night.
Free Poland, or in battle die 1
citizen.
March 31, 1831.
Shrink not from bayonet or spear ;
This corn, neither beast, nor fowl, nor vermin, At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
A CASE.
Conquer or press a soldier’s bier ;
within and for the county of York, on the
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
will disturb in the hill where you place it.—
SIR—I do not hesitate to give my most
Then shall the page of history tell
first Monday of April, intheyearof our Lord unqualified approbation in favor of youi
ILLIAM ABBOT,—James Bradbury,
The young blade will not tempt a cro.w to
How well you fought—how nobly tell ;
seize it with his bill, and draw up the kernel
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Lion. valuable Albion Com Plaster. By the use
Ivory Billings, Stephen Berdeen, Louis
And glory, with her dazzling wreath,
Shall gild the agonies of death ;
WILLIAM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
by the roots ; for he scents the mischief, and
Bean, Ivory Boston, Caleb Buffum,—George
of less than a box, Mrs. Stowell has been .
> Elizabeth Frost, Oliver Fernaid,-ParOn. hearts ot steel ! for freedom tight ;
flies away from the copperas without his
Court:
Or Poland’s sun will set in night.
breakfast. No savor of the yellow gram will
N the petition of Joseph Kin&sbury, a cured of a corn on each foot, which nas |! thina Grant.
Creditor to the estate of Benjamin Har been exceedingly troublesome and painful j
tempt the squirrel, or the dung-hill fowl to
' M. V O P.
III.
mon, late of York, in said county, praying
scratch for it. The copperas has a warning
for years, and 1 think it but justice to your
Abial HamilOn hearts of stee 1 ! the war-steeds neigh
more effectual than appetite. It hurts not the that administration of the estate of said de invaluable preparation to add, (for the en
By Cracow at the close of day,
:n Linscot,—Think how Surwarrow baneful stood,
corn. Though it be in the copperas water ceased, may be granted to him the said Jo couragement of those, who owing to repeat
tseers of
Je
Polluting e’en a sea of blood,
three days, it will not damage. Even pump seph :
...
iS.
ed disappointments in The various remedies the a
When Poland sank beneath the blows
kin seeds mixed with the wet corn m the dish
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
Of tyrants, and of inward foes :
Q. R. S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
of the dropper, may also stand uninjured for tice thereof to all persons interested in said resorted to, have finally despaired of a cure,)
Vile traitors to the land they trod,
Nathaniel Remich,—Richard Shapleigh,
days. We speak from experience. We have estate, by causing a copy of this order. to be that vour plaster pored her corns after trying
Scorn’d by the free, and curs’d by God .
-rz- Kennebunk
__ 1i-ivintoq
On, hearts of steel 1 make bare each sword ;
planted that which has been thus soaked, and pU.]j]ighe• d jin the
Gazette,
printed other highly recommended remedies to no Dependence Shapleigh, Caroline Slferbune,
Fall furious on each Tartar Horde ;
have gathered the rich fruits with these hands, in
f ~
...... . three wpp
Ks purpose; and what increases my confidence Francis Snow,—Daniel Tebbetts,—Josiah
Kennebunk, in said ...
county,
weeks
Lay Russia’s host upon the plain ;
There is no mistake. We have fed on the successively, that they may appear at a Bro- in the superiority of your Plaster, is the fact Watson, Tristram Winn, Daniel Wilkinson,
Break from each tyrant’s galling chain;
increase of that seed, which no bird, or beast bate Court to be holden at Berwick, m said that it has been used by several of my Benjamin Welch, Linzy Wallis.
And Poland from the dust shall soar,
MOSES HUBBARD, Post Master.
To own a tyrant’s power no more. ,
will venture to taste. The defence is suie ; county, on the first Monday in May next, at neighbors with equally good success. A
On, hearts of steel! or Freedom ne er
the remedy is safe.
A*. Y. Register.
ten of the clock in forenoon, and shew
Will make her glorious dwelling here.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of‘ man advanced in years, had become so crip
pled with corns, as to he obliged to cut holes
LOST
APPETITE.
said petition should not be granted.
IV.
in his shoes to ease liis feet ; he had long, Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Horses
lose
their
appetite
from
various
On hearts of steel ! though cowards fly,
suffered great torture and inconvenience—
causes, viz: excessive fatigue, want ot a A true copy—Attest,
port, April 1, 1831.
Unfit to live, afraid to die—
Wm. Cutter, Allen, Register.
Thy true-born hearts shall never quad
change in food, dirty fodder, mouldy corn, or
has lately been entirely cured by the use of
B. C. D. E.
Before the showers of leaden hail ;
A p r i 19.
_____________ _____________ your Corn Plaster, so that he can now walk
a dirty manger, &c. &c., but most frequently
Thy blades shall glitter in the sun ;
APT. JOSEPH BURNHAM,—John
by
the
approach
of
disease.
So
soon
as
you
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Kennebunk,
with comfort, and in whole shoes,—Anoth
The blood of Poland’s foes shall run,
Cleaves, Miss Abigail Cooper,—Jotham
discover a horse has lost his appetite, observe
Till it shall wash away the stain
within and for the County of York, on the er case.— A young woman living near me,
Dearing, Daniel Deshon, William Durrell,—
the following treatment, viz: “ Take from the
Of bowing to a ty rant’s chain.
first Monday in April, in the year of our Lord had become so lame in consequence of corns, Samuel Emmons.
What though the land be drench’d in gore—
neck half a gallon of blood ; take ofassafoetieighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon.
Thy banner, Poland, high shall soar :
F. G. H. P. R. S. T.
daa quarter of an ounce, salt one table spoon
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said as not to be able to go up and down stairs
And nations shall exult to know
Joseph Furbish,—George Goodwin, Mrs.
without
great
trouble,
is
now
using
the
Plas

ful,
sassafras
tea
one
quart
—
mix
and
give
A tyrant fell at every blow ;
Court :
.
Alphia Gooch,—Abner Huff, jr., Cyrus Hutch
them as a drench. On the second day, take ,
While Freedom, hovering in the air,
N the petition of Olive Powers, admin ter with the most happy success, and pros ins Peletiah Greenough,—Benjamin RobShall fix her home forever there.
of glauber salts one pound, warm water one
istratrix of the estate of Jonathan Pow pect of speedy cure.
inston, Mrs. Mary Ann Rhodes,—JohnStone,
Then, hearts of steel, again—again,
quart ; after dissolving the salts, give it as a
ers, late of Alfred, in said county, deceased,I could refer to several other cases, were
I bid yon seek the battle plain.
' drench, and in two or three days the appetite ' representing that the personal estate of said it necessary, but I have seen enough of the Asaph Smith, Miss Mary Jane Stone,—James
Thompson, Moses Tarbox.
will be restored, unless the animal is labour deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
Extract of a letter from Moorestown, Burling
OLIVER BOURNE, Post Master:
ing under some disease, which may be as which he owed at the time of his death by Plaster to satisfy me it is the best prepara
ton county, N. Jersey, dated March 24,1831, to certained by the symptoms.
tion in this country, or perhaps in any oth
ib.
the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars, and
the Editors of the JV. Y. Gazette.
er, for the core ofcorris, and were its vir
“ I was called, on Saturday night last, to wit GRAPES OF THE SECOND GROWTH. praying for a license to sell and convey so tues generally known, I doubt whether you
much of the real estate of said deceased as ,
ness one of the most distressing sights that the
The following observations of Mr. Herbemont, may be necessary for the payment of said could prepare the article fast enough to
imagination can picture.—Joseph Bright, who we extract from the Western Tiller :
OTICE is hereby given that the Charter
meet the public demand.
debts and incidental charges:
had kept, for some years past, one of the tav
of said Bank will cease on the first of
ORDERED—'That the petitioner give no
(Signed)
SETH STOWELL.
To
attain
this
object,
nothing
more
is
neces

erns in our village, was discovered nearly op
April next. All persons having demands on
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
sary
than
to
induce
in
the
summer,
the
growth
Keeper
of
the
Toll
house,
South
Boston
posite my house, about nine o’clock in the
said corporation are requested to present
of the buds intended by nature to furnish fruit to all persons interested in said estate, by Bridge.
evening, dragging on his face and breast, un
them for payment, and those indebted there
causing a copy of this order to be published
the
following
year.
This
is
very
easily
done
der his sulkey, and entirely lifeless. One of
Boston, Jone 17th, 1829.
to are called on to make payment.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
his feet was fast in the iron brace which se w’ith a vigorous vine ; but not with a weak bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
The Bills of said Bank now in circulation,
Price 50 cents.
one,
and
if
it
could
be
done,
it
seems
to
me
cures the shafts to the axle.—In this manner
will be redeemed on demand, at said Bank,
that it would be unadvisable to attempt it. ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
he had been drawn for a mile and a half—his
or at the Suffolk Bank in Boston, at the op
DEBILITATED FEMALES.
Even with very strong vines it would not be to be holden at Berwick, in said county, on
horse to all appearance, having been on a
the first Monday in May next, at ten of the rjlHE complaints peculiar to the female tion of the holders.
proper,
perhaps,
to
induce
such
a
growth
on
slow walk all the time. The breast bone of
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
part of the community, have been
the unfortunate Bright, and one half of all his more than one or two branches of a vine.
(KT
After the vine has bloomed, at the usual they have, why the prayer of said petition
ribs were entirely worn away, as was the
long successfully treated by the administra
formed
that TWENTY-FIVE THOU
season,
and
the
fruit
is
formed,
select
one
or
should
not
be
granted.
.
greater part of his under jaw!—-The contents
tion of the Aromatic Pills, originally pre SAND DOLLARS of the capital stock will
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of the chest, with the exception of a small more strong and well grown shoots of the
scribed
and
compounded
by
Dr.
RELFE.
A true copy.—Attest,
v ■ .
be paid to them on application at the Bank on
part of the heart, were also missing ! Indeed, present spring’s growth, and prune them as
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
They cleanse the blood from those disorders said first of April.
1 never saw any human being so miserably you would in the winter prune the shoots of
April 9.
_________
... of the female constitution, for which the
By order of the President
Directors.
mangled—There is no doubt it was the re the preceding year’s growth, taking particu
HENRY CLARK, Cashier.
sult of accident arising from a state of intoxi lar care to suppress all the side shoots or in At a Court of Probate holden at K^vnebunk, Pills are an effectual specific ; they restore
cation 1 ’ He was an upright, worthy man, terleaves, as also the fruit of those branches.
within and for the County of York, bn tfi€first a free circulation, reform the irregular opeKennebunk-Port, March 23, 1831.
but would occasionally drink too much.—A The effect of this will be that the buds, which
sanguiferous system, and rec
Monday of April in the year of our Lord rati’.“ns °f
Extract from an act passed by the Legislature of
but
for
this
operation
would
have
remained
widow and six children are left to mourn at
Maine, LI th March, 1831.
eighteen hundred and thirty one, by the Hon. tify the disO'Klered habits. The proprietor’s
dormant till the next spring, will grow and
the sad catastrophe !”
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said confidence in the superior excellence of this
Whereas the Directors ofthe Kennebunk
produce fruit, which will ripen one month or
Court :
equally innocent and pow“H"i preparation Bank in behalf of the stockholders, have peti
two later than that on the other parts of the
A Novel Scene.—Yesterday morning, as
N the petition of Mary Littlefield,
tioned this Legislature for liberty to close their
vine. It is easily conceived that such an op
one of the Nantucket packets was about to
widow of Joshua Littlefield, late of is founded on the most decisive testimony concerns:
t
,
from many restored patients. He can as
leave the end of India-wharf, a deputy sheriff eration may be injurious, in this, that the buds
Wells, praying for an allowance out of the
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate tfiw
sure this portion of the public, that when
came on board to arrest one Mr. P. (who has of this second growth may not be sufficiently personal estate of said deceased :
House of Representatives in Legislature as
matured to produce a good crop the following
a family at Nantucket) on strong suspicion of
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
sembled, That, the President, Directors, and
year, and for this reason, I think it advisable
debt. Mr. P. was disposed to avoid this strong
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
Company of the Kennebunk Bank, incorpora
attachment for his person, and immediately to take only one branch or two of a vine and estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
PILLS FOR
ted by an act passed June sixteenth, in the
suppress it altogether in the following winter
climbed the mast. Being then on high ropes,
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and thir
the entreaties of the sheriff could not induce or spring.—When however as was the case in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
teen, shall from and after the first day of
this fall, no severe frosts occur till very late,
him to descend to a par with him, and two
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
April eighteen hundred and thirty one, cease
riggers were sent for, to wait upon him. such second growth may be sufficiently ripe bate Court to be holden at Berwick, in said are regularly taken according to the direc
to be a Banking Company, excepting that they
tions
accompanying
them,
they
revive
and
These ascended the masts, and attempted to to be treated as the rest of the vine.
county, on the first Monday in May next, at
shall continue corporate for and during the
secure him, but with the agility of Herr Cline,
Tapping for Hydrocephalus.—Dr. Con ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew i establish the desired healthy habits, and re term of one year from the passing of this act
he kept them dancing attendance until they quest brought forward at St. Bartholomew’s cause, if any they have, why the prayer of store to the palid countenance the natural
for the sole purpose of collecting their debts,
and their employer grew weary, and the ves Hospital last night another case of water in said petition should not be granted.
glow of health and good spirits.
selling and conveying their property and es
Auest-Wjf. Cutter Allen, Register.
sel was allowed to proceed. As the fine the head, from which he has withdrawn, by
The pills are an approved general rem tate and remaining liable for the payment of
.
breeze filled her sails and bore her briskly two operations, thirty ounces of fluid. At the A true Copij—t'.ir-E.sT,
edy in cases of obstructions, debility, hypo all debts due from said corporation and in be
William Cutter Allen, Register.
through the waves, Mr. P. doffed his cap, and first operation twelve ounces were taken
April 9.
chondria, green sickness, giddiness, palpi ing capable of prosecuting and defending suits
made a profound obeisance to the assembled away, and at the second eighteen.—The child
tation of the hedrt, bad digestion, loathing at law, and of choosing Directors for the pur
spectators, probably amounting to 500.
is apparently well, the bones having nearly
poses aforesaid, and for closing their concerns.
NOTICE
Boston Patriot.
closed, and the patient free from any evidence TS hereby given, that the Overseers of the offood, pain of the stomach, shortness ef
of disease, although before the operation it J. Poor of Lyman have contracted with breath upon very little motion, sinking of "nOUR & GRASS SEED.
A gentleman finished an eulogium on a la had fits almost incessantly, and was altogether
the spirits, and its consequence, a dejected
Dr. L. J. Ham, for medicine, advice and at
dy with these words:—4 Ah ! S ir, nothing a most deplorable object. But the most grat
tendance on the Paupers of said town, the countenance and dislike for exercise and poll sale by the subscriber, superfine
beats a good wife.’—41 beg your pardon,’ re- ifying and important circumstance connected
ensuing year—and they will be accountable conversation.
Herd’s Grass and Clover seed.
joined a bystander,’ la bad husband
the appearance of this infant, was, that
Married ladies will find the Pills er
.as^oitme1^ of Groceries, &c.
to no other person therefor.
---------------- J/^ave him an opportunity of stating that the
JOSEPH DENNETT, Jr.
useful, except in e
T TAM LORD.
It is the practice in many Post-Offices,' t<F girl on whom he successfully operated last
JAMES NASON,
¿/¡cy must not be
year
continues
in
perfect
health,
not
having
a
allow the newspapers to be opened and read
D. LOW.
be taken by per
by by-standers. An honest yeoman, in a re vestige of her former disease.—Lon. Med. Gaz.
Lyman, April 2.
tive habits. They ..my be usex.
mote town, on calling for his newspaper,
The Editor of the Hallowell Advocate was
lv by either men or women in all Hypo
which was the only one taken in the neigh
LL PERSONS having accounts with
borhood found that it had been opened and recently invited to examine some specimens
chondriac, Hysteric or Vapourish disor
D. W. LORD,
Co. of more than six
read ; throwing it back to the Post-master, he of American Hemp and Cordage,_ which were
ders. In all cases of this description, the
OST in Kennebunk-port, on Thursday,
months standing, are requested to call and
indignantly exclaimed, “ I’ll be darned to dar- exhibited in Hallowell by Francis F. Haines,
Pills purify, invigorate, and revive the dis
10th
inst.
within
a
mile
of
the
dwelling

of
Livermore.
“
The
hemp
was
grown
in
nation, if I’ll have a paper ,’ after all the news
ordered system. Price $1,50 cents a box. settle them by cash or otherwise.
house of the subscriber, a Calf-skin PocketLivermore, and prepared by the machine
has been read out of it.”—Bos. Pal.
Merchants can be furnished with
lately erected in that place by that gentleman Book, containing several Notes, and other pa
*#*None genuine unless signed on the
pers,
and
a
small
amount
in
change.
and
others
associated
with
him
in
the
patriot

legATHIlH,
outside printed wrapper by the-sole PropriServ'd 'em right.—The United States Ga
The Notes were given by the following
zette mentions that two stage drivers thought ic enterprize. The cordage was also manu
ejor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to at Boston rates, and liberal discounts made
to exercise their Jehuship in Norristown, a factured in a rope-walk connected with the persons, and payable to the subscriber or the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale, on all sales for cash—the only terms that wilt
few days since, by showing who could drive machine. This hemp was examined by nu m- order :
in future.
Ebenezer Cleaves, $15—Alexander Plaisted, with al! the other “ Conway Medicines/’ be allowed
P. S. Bark and Pine Wood, wanted a*
the most rapidly. They arrived at the tavern bers of our citizens, and the parcel denomin
at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
$25
—
Calif
&
Pratt,
$16
—
John
B.
Taylor,
$16
ated
No.
1
was
pronounced
by
good
judges
to
at nearly the same second, and were both
usual.
’
dismissed from their employment as soon as be equal in all respects to the best Russian —Phillip Chadbourne, $9—Joseph Benson, J. Kidder’s Drug Store,., corner of Court
Goff’s Mill Tannery,
?
Hemp. Mr. H. sold about three tons, for the $5—Theodore Green, $5—Stephen Tar and Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos
Kennebunk-po^t, March 18, 1831. S
they left the box.
•
first quality of which he obtained $210 per box, $16—James Taylor $3—George Hill, ton :—&also, by hisspecial appointment, by
$10—Joshua Day, $2—John Worth, $5—
”
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
Some thoughtless young men in George ton.So
much for the American System, Caleb S. Staples, $7—Silas Grant, $3. The
*#*Large discount to those who boy to
town, Ky. lately went on a Sunday night to against which the Jackson papers declaim so sums above nailed are the balances now due
tear down the house of one Tiffee, who was
on the above notes—the original sums for sell again.’
HE subscribers would respectfully inform
obnoxious to them. T. warned them not to strongly.
which they werd given being larger. There
30,000
their friends and the public, that they
disturb his house, and when they began, fired
Tansy.—This herb may frequently be ob were other notes, the particulars in relation to
have removed from their late place of busi
and killed one, lodging sixteen rifle balls in his served growing in the country church-yards, which are not recollected. The payment of
ness to the commodious store recently occu
body. T. has fled.
which induces us to think it was formerly the Notes will & stopped. Any person who Treenails, and all other kinds of
pied by Messrs.
used as a funeral plant. Tansy has this pe will return said Pocket-Book and contents
GREENOUGH, BODWELL & CO.
' OAK SHIP TIMBER, & PLANK,
Accidents.—A boat with three boys in it culiar quality, that if any dead animal sub shall receive a reward of Five Doeears.
where they solicit a continuance of the favor*
X
FRANCIS BOSTON.
from Brunswick, was capsized, 14th ult. stance be rubbed with it, the flesh fly will not
wanted for a vessel of 270 Tons, by
of their old friends, as well as the approbation
Kennebunk^&rt, March 17,1831.
GEORGE W. BOURNE.
The boys clung to the boat which drifted on attack it. Boerhaave says, the leaves applied
and confidence of the friends of all the late
Kennebunk Landing, March 19, 1831.
Scrag Island. Two of them, Samuel and Ja to a dead body, and intruded into the mouth
occupants. They feel grateful for the favors
cob Stanwood, aged 14 and 16, sons of Mr. D. and nostrils, preserve it from putrefaction and
they have already received, and are anxious
Stanwood, 3d, were dead, and the third nearly insects; whence the plant has been called
to merit and retain the business and former
Athanasia, that is immortal plant.
exhausted.
RYTARR^JiTED FRESH GARDEN
customers of the store.
W
SEEDS,
Just
put
up
by
the
Shakers,
Heart-burn.—Eat two or three meats of
JI good assortment of Justice
PALMER
MILLER
Rev. George Bradburn, formerly of Saco,
For sale by PALMER & MILLER.
has accepted the invitation of the Universalist peach-stones, it will immediately effect a cure.
Kennebunk,
March
9,
1831.
Blanks
for
Bale
at
this
Office.
March 13, 1831.
Society in Nantucket to become their Pastor. Those which are dry are preferable.
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